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Mr. Kvi (Burma) (A/PV.1958 at pages 8 9-10)

"The continuation of tension in the Middle East is a matter of profound

and abiding concern. Our position on this is too well known to bear any

reiteration. It is our earnest appeal that all interested parties will

continue to persevere for a peaceful and mutually acceptable solution and

that contending parties will exercise the greatest restraint. We believe

that a just and equitable solution could be reached on the basis of Security

Council resolution 2̂ 2 (I96f) of 22 November 1967, which is broad enough

to provide a sound basis for a political solution in the Middle East problems."

Mr. Rinchin (Mongolia) (A/PV.1958 at pages 16-17)

"Another source of threat to world peace exists in the Middle East,

where the situation continues to remain explosive because of the perpetuation

of the consequences of the Israeli aggression against the Arab Republic of

Egypt, Syria and Jordan. It is well known that the large majority of States

Members of the United Nations voted for resolution 2628 (XXV) at the twenty-

fifth anniversary session of the General Assembly. Thus, once again the

General Assembly demanded the immediate settlement of the Middle East crisis

in accordance with the Security Council resolution of 22 November 196?.

Nevertheless, Israel not only continues to retain the occupied Arab territoties

but has also undertaken criminal acts aimed at securing the annexation of a

sizeable portion of those territories. Tel Aviv is thus hurling a challenge

at the United Nations and the world community at large because it has secured

the political, military and financial backing of the United States and Zionist

circles in certain Western countries.

"Together with other peace-loving nations the Mongolian People's Republic

stands resolutely for the complete implementation of the provisions of the

Security Council resolution which provides for the withdrawal of the Israeli

forces from occupied territories as the primary prerequisite for a peaceful

settlement in the Middle East.1
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"We "believe that the United Nations should take more determined steps

to eliminate the consequences of Israeli aggression and restore a just and

durable peace in this region in full compliance with the legal interests

and rights of the Arab nation, including the Arab people of Palestine."

Mr. Ofori-Atta (Ghana) (A/PV.1958 at page 31)

"In the Middle East, Ghana is happy that the cease-fire continues.

The lack of progress, however, in moving forward toward some tangible settle-

ment of the basis issues still continues to cause my country considerable

disquiet.

"My delegation is of the view that there is danger gf the Middle East

issue reaching a stalemate and becoming a volcano, so to speak, which could

erupt and engulf not only countries in the Middle East, but the rest of the

world as well.

"The Government of Ghana cannot subscribe to permanent occupation by

force of the territory of any State. Neither can Ghana support doctrines

and policies aimed at the annihilation of any people or nation. The challenge

of the Middle East crisis resides, in the view of my delegation, in the search

for a just, fair and permanent solution to the refugee problem and other related

problems in accordance with Security Council resolution 2k2 (1967). We believe

that there can be no permanent peace in the Middle East unless a secure existence

for all the States in the region is guaranteed."

Mr. Shevel (Ukrainian SSR) (A/PV.1958 at pages 1*8-51)

"As many previous speakers have already emphasized, the task of primary

importance before us is the elimination of the focal point of the danger of

war that lies in the Middle East, where its continuous smoldering threatens

to escalate into a major conflagration. For more than four years now, Israel

relying on support from the United States, has been sabotaging implementation

of the Security Council resolution and refusing to withdraw its troops from

the occupied Arab territories. It has been conducting a planned policy of

"development" of those areas — that is, their open annexation; it has been
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provoking an aggravation of tensions in the region. Israeli ruling

circles have ignored United Nations decision, rejected peace proposals

of the Arab countries, and actually paralysed the efforts of the United

Nations, its Secretary-General, and his Special Representative, Ambassador

Jarring, to settle the Middle East conflict peacefully.

"To achieve their aims, Israel and its patrons have resorted to

all possible methods of undermining the unity of the Arab nations and

weakening their determination to eliminate the consequences of aggression.

In order to divert attention from their policy of expansion and to secure

continued financial, military and political support, the Israeli leaders,

making use of the Zionist lobbies in some ¥estern countries, particularly

in the United States, have unleashed anti-Soviet and anti-Arab campaigns.

In the course of those campaigns, diplomatic missions and agencies have

become the objects of acts of provocation and hooliganism that are in-

compatible with the elementary laws of civilized society.

"Of course, it is common knowledge that the policy of Israel would

not be as defiant as it is if it did not enjoy the support, first of all,

of the United States of America. It is worth noting that there is a kind

of specific distribution of roles between Washington and Tel-Aviv in this

matter. While the Israeli aggressors sink their roots in the territories

they have seized, the United States ruling circles cover up the aggressor's

acts with diplomatic manoeuvres, meanwhile claiming to play a special self-

styled role as peace-maker though actually encouraging the aggressor.

"The representative of Israel, speaking from this rostrum several

days ago, was so general in his "peace-loving"attitude that he suggested as

many as five ways that he alleged would lead to peace. Nevertheless, there

is one way to peace, the most secure and straight way to peace. It was

pointed out in the well-known Security Council resolution of 22 November 1967 >

and that way to peace was lost among those we heaztd.

"Time is running out for the aggressor. The just cause of the Arab

peoples for the return of the lands occupied in June 19&7 is gaining ever-

growing support in the world and in the United Nations. Their political,

economic and military situation is being strengthened.
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"The Treaty of Friendship and Co-operation recently concluded between

the Soviet Union and the Arab Republic of Egypt solidifies the position of

the Arab countries and is a weighty factor of peace in that area.

"In supporting the just cause of the Arab peoples, the Ukrainian Soviet

Socialist Republic believes that the United Nations and all its Members must

use all the possibilities envisaged by the United Nations Charter to force

Israel to agree to a peaceful and just political settlement of the Middle

East question in the near future and to withdraw its troops from all occupied

Arab territories."

Mr. Potolot (Central African Republic) (A/PV.1958 at page 66)

"The crisis in the Middle East continues to be one of the major

concerns of our Organization. The Central African Republic supports any

action that will ensure implementation of Security Council resolution 2̂ 2

(196?) of 22 November 1967 on the Middle East. Here we welcome the position

of the parties and we trust that the Jarring mission, as well as the very

recent mission of the Organization of African Unity, will command everyone's

support, which is needed if these missions are to be pursued successfully."

Mr. Chow (China) (A/PV.1959 at page 6)

"In the Middle East guns have for the most part been silent since the

acceptance by Israel, Egypt and Jordan in August last year of the American peace

initiative. The cease-fire, while no longer formally in effect after? its

lapse in March 1971, has by and large been observed. It is to be regretted,

however, that the maintenance of the precarious cease-fire has not been

accompanied by any progress towards the resolution of the basic issues which have

so long embittered the relations between Israel and the Arab States. It is all

too obvious that, unless the parties concerned are prepared to accept reasonable

and practical compromises or the major interested Powers are willing to bring

their influence to bear on the parties, peace in the Middle East will remain

unattai nable

(A/PV.1959 at pages 8-10)

"...It must be admitted that the United Nations has in recent years lost much

of its prestige and influence In the Middle East its attempts to bring

about a settlement have achieved no outstanding success The inescapable



conclusion is that on the main currents of world events the United Nations

has exerted only a marginal influence."

Mr. Palamas (Greece) (A/PV.1959 at page 22)

"...It is natural for us to continue to be concerned with the situation

in the Middle East, for as long as this illegal situation persists, recourse to

violence remains an alternative and constitutes a danger to all those most

directly interested - a danger to peace in this region and a danger to peace

in general.
Our position in favour of the full implementation of Security Council

resolution 2̂ 2 (196?) is well known. The return, in keeping with this

resolution, of occupied Arab territories could not reasonably exclude a

negotiated arrangement which alone would allow Israel to lead an industrious

existence in peace and security. The argument of force is not always the best,

and an armed truce is neither the best of alternatives nor the best of guarantees.

Respect for international legality opens the way to negotiation. Needless

to say, as in the past, we hold that the problem of Palestine refugees should

be resolved in a just and humane manner. I wish equally to reiterate our

attachment to past Security Council resolutions and to a very recent one,

298 (1971) of 27 September, concerning the status of Jerusalem and the protection

of the Holy Places. A considerable proportion of the Christiam sanctuaries in

this City has always been in the custody of the Greek Orthodox Church. Greece

could could not remain indifferent to this problem. )

Mr. Romulo (Philippines) (A/PV.1959 at page

"...Despite the welcome signs of growing detente in Europe to which I have

referred, peace in the Middle East continues to hang by the thread of a cease-fire

tenuously maintained amidst a mutual escalation of armaments."



Mr. Al-Jaber (Kuwait) (A/PV.1959 at pages 51-59)

"...The problem, which it has become customary to call "the situation in the

Middle East", continues to receive our most serious attention, as it has done

in past years.

'This is so not only because of its effect upon the fate of fraternal

Arab peoples and sister Arab States, nor only because of its impact upon the

security and prosperity of our region, but also because of its import for the

destiny of the international system.

It is well known that the primary victim of the problem in question is

the Arab Palestinian people, which has suffered dispersion, oppression and

deprivation of its basic human rights for a quarter of a century.

It is also well known that the Arab States adjacent to Palestine, sizeable

portions of whose territories have been subjected to Israeli occupation for over

four years, constitute the second victim in the Middle Eastern situation.

And it is well known that the entire Arab area of the Middle East is the

third victim of that situation, inasmuch as its security, stability and

prosperity are adversely affected by what has been happening in and around

Palestine.
/

However, what I wish to address myself to now is not any of these aspects of

the problem, in spite of their importance in themselves and the special importance

which Kuwait attaches to them, but rather the effect which the problem is likely

to have upon the United Nations and upon the foundations of the international

order which this Organization strives to establish.

For the conflict in the Middle East — between Israel and the Palestinian

people, and between Israel and the Arab States — is, in one of its aspects, a

confrontation of Israel with the international community.

It is a confrontation of a regime which arose, entrenched itself and

achieved territorial expansion through the use of force, on the one hand, with an

Organization which came into being in order to prevent the resort to force and

to deprive those who do of the ability to enjoy the fruits thereof, on the other.



It is a confrontation of a regime which has habitually violated international

covenants and the rules of international law with an Organization which strives

to promote respect for the law and observance of its principles.

This aspect of the Middle Eastern problem is indeed worthy of the attention

of us all; and calls for serious and responsible consideration of the obligations

it lays on us all.

I must admit that, whatever its role may have initially been -- whether in

the creation of the problem in the first place, or in adopting an attitude of

passivity towards its aggravation thereafter -- the United Nations has at last

begun to correct its attitude, particularly after Israel had finally unmasked

itself and revealed its true image so clearly that neither tho&e who had formerly

chosen to ignore the facts, nor those who had been deceived by appearances, could

fail to see the truth about that country.

Thus, the United Nations has come at last to adopt the position required

by the principles and purposes defined in its Charter.

Accordingly, the mistakes committed in the past with respect to the

Palestinian people were corrected when the General Assembly declared, at its

twenty-fourth session, its recognition of the inalienable rights of that people,

and proceeded at the following session to reaffirm that recognition, to proclaim

that those inalienable rights included equal rights and self-determination, to

emphasize that full respect for those rights was an indispensable element in

the establishment of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East and to make

specific mention of the people of Palestine, along with the peoples of

southern Africa, when condemning those Governments that deny the right to

self-determination of peoples recognized as being entitled to it.

It is true that such belated recognition of its inalienable rights is

not sufficient by itself to redress the wrongs done to the Palestinian people

in consequence of the initial denial of those rights, nor is it adequate to

compensate that people for the tragedy it has been suffering for a quarter of

a century as a result; nor is it enough to ensure progress towards the creation

of opportunities for its actual enjoyment of its human and national rights.

Nevertheless, the mere declaration of its recognition of those rights by the

General Assembly was a significant initial step in the right direction, which

_,we""note with appreciation.



Similarly., with respect to Israel's occupation of the territories of some

Arab States and its policies and practices in those occupied territories, the

United Nations has not failed to insist that the occupying authorities act in

conformity with the .principles of the Charter.

As far as occupation in itself is concerned, the Security Council has

repeatedly emphasized "the established principle of the inadmissibility of

the acquisition of territory by conquest" — a principle which the Council

reiterated for the fifth time less than two weeks ago. In its turn, the

General Assembly proclaimed this principle in two general Declarations issued

at its twenty-fifth session and reiterated it with particular reference to

the Middle East in its resolution 2.62.Q (XXV) of k November 1970, in which it

also deplored the continued occupation of the Arab territories since 196?•

Likewise, the responsibility for obstructing progress towards a peaceful

settlement embracing, inter alia, Israeli withdrawal has been unambiguously

defined by the Secretary-General who, together with his Special Representative,

has been assigned special functions in an attempt to achieve peaceful

settlement. In the recent introduction to his latest annual report, the

Secretary-General states:

"Ambassador Jarring feels, and I agree with him, that, until there

has been a change in Israel's position on the question of withdrawal,

it would serve little useful purpose to attempt to reactivate the

talks." (A/8U01/Add.l, para. 219)

lastly, on Israel's policies and practices in the occupied territories

the United Nations has defined its position unequivocally in 52 formal

resolutions. Those resolutions have dealt with Israel's annexation of some

of the occupied territories; its forcible mass displacement since the occupation

of tens of thousands of the rightful inhabitants of these territories and its

forcible individual exile of hundreds of others] its prevention of the return

of Arab refugees, displaced persons and expellees to their homes; its importation

of Jewish settlers and establishment of new settlements on confiscated Arab lands

in the occupied territories; and its repressive measures against the population

under its control -- including the imposition of collective punishments, the
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destruction of homes, the confiscation of property, the subjection of people to

prolonged administrative detention, the torture of prisoners and other acts

prohibited by the Fourth Geneva Convention of 19̂ -9 and by the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights.

By those resolutions of the United Nations, the international community

has demonstrated that it has no uncertainty as to who is responsible for the

aggravation of the problem, and that it has no difficulty in establishing

Israel's guilt and no doubts about the imperative need for rectification of the

conditions resulting therefrom.

For the resolutions in question contain no less than 38 expressions of

the "regret", "concern", "alarm" or "distress" felt by the international

community as a result of Israeli actions in the occupied territories.

Furthermore, those resolutions no less than 27 times "deplored", "censured"

or "condemned" Israel or its policies and practices.

Such a record leaves no room for doubt about the position of the international

community. However, it does cause some concern about the value of its being

content with adopting resolutions, expressing displeasure or issuing condemnations;

and it raises questions about what the United Nations should do, now that it has

established that general international covenants, universal declarations and

particular resolutions are equally incapable of deterring Israel from pursuing

its policies or of ensuring the restoration of rights.



What should the international community do in the face of this" Israeli:'1'

defiance? This is the challenging question that now persistently faces us

all.

You have heard Israel's reply, voiced during the present general

debate: the United Nations shruld desist from adopting more resolutions on

the question.

This advice, which can hardly be described as disinterested and

non-self-serving; has been heard before by the international community,, and

it has been consistently rejected. For the international community has

recognized that the pursuit of this course, recommended by those who have

shown contempt for its principles and disregard for its will, is tantamount

to abdication of its responsibilities and is certain to lead,, in the end,

to the loss of its authority, if not its very being.

Nor has the United Nations been content with dismissing this Israeli

counsel. It has actively searched for a way out of the dilemma caused by

Israel's continuing refusal to show respect for international resolutions.

In the course of that search; some United Nations bodies and specialized

agencies have in fact conducted certain experiments with alternative methods

of shaking Israel's intransigence.

First among such experiments was the attempt to give wide publicity to

the facts about Israel's policies and practices,, and to the reports and

resolutions of United Nations bodies regarding them. This attempt was

predicated on the belief that such publicity would enlighten world public

opinion and might stimulate some international moral pressure upon Israel

that might influence its policies and practices. This appears to have been

the hope entertained by the Executive Board of UNESCO when it adopted its

decision No. .̂3.! at its eighty-third session; and by the United Nations

Commission on Human Rights when it adopted its resolutions 10 (XXVl) and

9 (XXVII).

But the lesson already learned by the international community from its

experience with the racist regime in South ,frica soon proved to be equally

true in the case of Israel: namely, that a regime based on disregard of the

rule of law and on contempt for moral principles is hardly likely to be

deterred; by the mere displeasure of world public opinion, from proceeding



along its ordained course. Particularly is this the case when such a regime

feels confident that the recognized, superiority of its propaganda will

counteract and prevail over the efforts of international agencies, and that

the facts will remain concealed from the sight of the world.

The Security Council selected a different course. It chose to warn

that if Israel persisted in its violations, further and more effective steps

or measures might be adopted. As Members of the General Assembly are aware,

the Security Council has issued such warnings on eight different occasions

since 196?: twice with respect to Israeli measures purporting to change the

status of Jerusalem, and six times with respect to Israeli military attacks

on the territories of Arab States.

However, the mere repetition of these warnings, time after time, without

the actual adoption of any measures .indicating sincere determination to put

them into effect, deprived the successive warnings of their credibility and

effectiveness. Moreover, Israel's certainty that it would receive continued

support under all circumstances from one of the permanent members of the

Security Council has served to embolden it to ignore and disdainfully dismiss

the repeated warnings of the Council.

The General Assembly1 s request addressed to the Security Council in

operative paragraph 3 of resolution 2535 B (XXIV), to "take effective measures"

to ensure the implementation of past resolutions of both bodies, failed to

elicit any response from the Council or to produce any effective enforcement

measures. Nevertheless, the mere issuance of such a request by this Assembly

was a significant sign of impatience vith Israel1s continuing violation of

international conventions and its defiance of United Nations resolutions.

This impatience was expressed more clearly by the Commission on Human

Rights in the latest of its resolutions dealing with Israeli policies in the

occupied territories; I refer to resolution 9 (XXVII) of 15 March 1.'il, in

which the Commission declared that

"Israel's continued and increasing violations... indicate the necessity

of collective action on the part of the international community to

ensure respect for the human rights of the population of the occupied

territories".



Confronted with the sterility of the first method, namely, the reliance,

on moral pressure exerted by world opinion to influence Israel and cause it

to alter its policies voluntarily; and confronted also with the futility of

the second course, namely, the warning that effective enforcement measures

would be adopted, some international organizations have begun lately to

consider a third course, namely, the adoption of punitive measures.

Readiness to take the first step along this road was indicated a few

months ago by the World Health Organization, whose Assembly warned, in

resolution 2k.33 of l8 May li/71, that the continuation of "Israel's

violations of basic human rights... would necessitate that the Organization

should consider the application of Article 7 of its Constitution" — a measure

which would entail the suspension of Israel's voting privileges in the World

Health Organization as well as the services to which Israel is entitled as a

Member.
4

The international community has passed the stage of reaffirming its

principles. It has passed the stage of investigating Israeli policies and

practices and determining flagrant Israeli violations. It has passed the

stage of declaring certain Israeli measures legally invalid. It has passed

the stage of demanding that Israel rescind those measures and desist from

taking similar ones in the future. It has passed the stage of expressing its

regret and its concern. It has passed the stage of pronouncing censures,

of deploring, of condemning. It has passed the stage of publicizing, and

focusing the spotlight of world attention on Israeli policies. It has passed

the stage of issuing warnings that are not accompanied by indications of its

determination to put them into effect.

It is now incumbent upon the international community, having passed all

those stages, to embark upon the course of adoption of punitive measures in

accordance with the Charter, in order to compel Israel to show respect for the

rules of international law and United Hations resolutions.

For,otherwise, the United Nations has two choices only: either to go

on repeating what has been proved by experience to be unproductive, or to

give up and acquiesce in the fait accompli, and accept Israel's intransigence

as "final and unchangeable.
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The-first choice can only enfeeble and emasculate the United Nations.

;,nd the second choice can result., in the Middle East itself, only in further

turmoil, ever recurring and ever menacing the peace of the world] and,

elsewhere, in giving would-be violators of the rule of law the coveted

assurance that they may do so with impunity.

It is a severe test that now faces the United nations. The very being

of the international order may well depend upon what the United Nations will

do from now on.".
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Mr. Maghrib! (Libyan Arab Republic) (A/PV.1960 at pages 3, 4-5, 6, 7, 8, 9-10, 11,

12, 13, IT)

"Our region today has been forced to endure tragic events whose ramifications

extend far beyond its boundaries. These events have become a major focus of world

attention. The United Nations has been involved in this matter since the very

beginning when, in 194-7, it arbitrarily recommended the partition of Palestine

against the avowed will of the majority of its population and in violation of the

principle of self-determination embodied in its Charter. Since then, the gravity

of the problem has escalated to dimensions whose monstrous ramifications threaten

the very existence of the Arab inhabitants of our region and, consequently, the

security of the whole world. The Middle East problem, or more specifically the

Zionist problem which sustains it, remains, as it has always been, the single

most crucial test of the ability of the international community to respond to

and cope with the responsibilities resting on its shoulders by virtue of its

allegience to the Charter and principles of the United Nations.
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A/PV.1960
U-5

(" Ir. 'Ta:c;hribi 3 Libyan Arab P.emiblic )

"The task of eliminating the consequences of the 19̂ 7 Israeli aggression

against the Arab States is inextricably bound to the task of restoring the

rights of the Palestinian people. Both are a direct outcome of the implantation

of the Zionist expansionist settler entity in the Arab land of Palestine.

Zionism had demonstrated its expansionism and racist exclusivism in the words

•and statements of its leaders lonT before it achieved statehood in



DR/tg A/PV.1960
3

(:Ir. Ig.ghri'bi „ Libyan Arab P.

conflict in the world today. Tfe urge accelerating efforts to bring to a ./

final"end the colonial age as well as to eliminate the dark consequences i^

has left\in the developing regions. Support for the liberation struggles being
\. ' " /

wa^ed against colonialism and neo-colonialism in all its forms must be^
\ /

intensified., \Condemnation of and opposition to those Governments suppressing
%L f

these strugglesViust advance into the realm of practical and effej/tive

measures. \ /
\ /

The Libyan Arab\Republic , having succeed.ed in eliminating foreign militarv

presence from our county, is now proceeding to consolidate/ its co-oneration with

all sister States seehingVto advance the cause of co-ope/ation, peace and
\ " /

justice. This is especially true of the larger Arab homeland with which we
" \ /

share not only a common language and culture, but also the other innumerable
v̂ Jf

bonds which history has forged b\tween us. The yearning of the Arab nation
\ /

towards unity has long been the central focus qjrits attentions. It is in this

spirit that we came together with the\Arab Republic of "'̂ gypt and the Syrian

Arab Republic to form the Federation of̂ r̂̂ o Republics. This Federation
\/

constitutes a positive force capable of strengthening our co-operation and
/ \friendship with peaceful nations and o$ sustaining our defence capacities

against aggression and its proponent
$

Our region today has been foEeed to endure tragic events whose
/ \

ramifications extend, far beyondvAts boundaries. Thfese events have become a

major focus of world attentions The United Nations ha^ been involved in this
/' • \

matter since the very beginning when, in 19̂ -7, it arbitrarily recommended the

•nartition of Palestine against the avowed will of the majority of its

population and in violation of the principle of self-determination embodied

in its Charter. Sinjfe then, the gravity of the problem has escalated to

dimensions whose monstrous ramifications threaten the very existence of the

Arab inhabitants/of our region and., consequently, the security of thk whole
T^orld. The Middle East problem, or more specifically the Zionist nroblbem which

sustains it ./remainSjas it has always been, the single most crucial test

of the ability of the international community to respond to and cone with t\e
\

responsibilities resting on its shoulders by virtue of its allegience to the ''

Charter and -orincirjles of the United Nations.
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AF/wk A/PV.1960
6

(Mr. Ma ghr i b i, Libyan Arab
Republic)

'invoking' illusory and mythological interpretations of the history of

ancient times, Zionism, as an alien European colonial movement., has sought to

impose its domination over Palestine and the countries neighbouring it. It has

called for, and continues to call for, the in-gathering of all Jews into the land

of Palestine and other parts of the Arab homeland. With every wave of immigration

it has effected, it has laid the seed for another aggression and another c--xnant;ion.

The violation of the rights of the indigenous population, their exclusion and

expulsion have been the outcome of the racist ideology of this movement. The

State of Israel today, in all its practices is the embodiment of this movement.

Since 19̂ 8? it has achieved through military conquest a scheme of expansion by

stages, of which the 1967 aggression was only the most recent. And still there is

by no means any assurance that this was the last along the dangerous road of

aggression and expansion.

"Numerous resolutions have been adopted by both the General Assembly and the

Security Council during the last four years since the 1967 aggression. Yet Israel

persists in its occupation of Arab lands in complete disregard of the United Nations,

its resolutions and its principles. Moreover, in complete defiance of all

declarations calling for its withdrawal, Israel has proceeded to enforce,

through measures brutally disrespectful o.r human rights, its polic- :v inr.posing

its designs for the actual annexation of occupied territories, notably in the

city of Jerusalem.
HThe Security Council resolution 2V?. (l̂ '.l) of 22 November, 1967, which calls

for the withdrawal of Israel's occupying forces from the occupied Arab

territories, remains for Israel a matter of eloquent but evasive academic

pursuits. All efforts expended to reach a peaceful settlement on the basis of

implementing this resolution have been in vain, since Israel persists in the

arrogance which United States sponsorship enables it to maintain. Indeed, since

lQo7, and throughout these years during which Israel 1ms been in occupation of

the Territories of three United i\ati<;nt: Member tSt.atcS, the United Stater

Government has actually stepped up its military and financial aid to Israel.

The extensive and offensive weaponry, Phantom and Sky Hawk .jets coming to Israel

from the United States lead us to the inevitable conclusion that the United States

Government is collaborating in the occupation and sharing the guilt of the

oppression it entails.



AP/wk A/PV.1960
7

(Mr. Maghribi, Libyan Arab
Republic")

\
'•'A

Israel \as been defiant of the collective will of the international
b>

community. It\holds this Organization in utter contempt. The most recent
\

illustration of 'fehis attitude took place on 25 September, when the Security
V̂ JF

Council adopted it ̂resolution 293 (1971) which urgently called on Israa^L to

rescind all measures land actions designed to change the status of Jerusalem.
\ /

The Israeli representative immediately rejected the resolution andycharged to

the effect that the views>£xpressed in it were deserving of no esteem, and he
\ /proclaimed that his Government's view would prevail. At the /ame time, the
\ fIsraeli Government issued a smtement which rejected the resolution and made
\ J^

clear its opposition to any UnitJted Wacions representative® or mission on the
\ /

matter, and reiterated its intentmn to annex the occupied city of Jerusalem.
TL f

Disregard for the principle, of the iaadmissibility^i the acquisition of territory
\ Jr

by military conquest is paramount i-n "t"S thinkinsfof Israel's rulers; for every
\ /^

single inch of Palestine was forcibly occupied)? This is evident also from the
ii jr

statement of Mr. Abba Eban addressed on JO jjeptember to this august body. In

it he completely disregarded this principle ta^ justify Israel's expansionist

designs.

In his statement, moreover,, hejfompletely negated whatever role the United
<f \Nations might have when he mockecLjArtiat he described\s its "parliamentary role, "

(l9̂ 6th meeting, page 2̂ -25), ^ffaiming that the triump\ of the majority has
/ \no moral value. Indeed, whê f he called on the United NaMons organs to disregard

Jr \its resolutions in favour^f seeking a "consensus inc.ludingi.the interested

parties" (ibid.), he wa^ essentially limiting the capacities\>f the United Nations

to those policies anjr decisions that Israel would concede to. \£ the United

Nations is to resjrfict itself to decisions reached on the basis o1^ consensus, |.IIL.,,

there would be little guarantee for the rights of a State facing aggression over

ine will of the aggressor. If the United Nations is to restrict itself to decisions
•̂  \

reached on/the basis of a consensus? then there would be no role left for the

United Nations in such matters as the imposed Portuguese domination over African

Territories as long as Portugal did not concede to this role. In a sense,

Mr. Eban was demanding veto power for Israel, not only in the S-jcurity Council\

whose role and functions during the past years he rejected, but aloo in the
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Israel has been defiant of the collective will of the international

community. It holds this Organization in utter contempt. The most recent

illustration of this attitude took place on 25 September, when the Security

Council adopted its resolution 299 (1971) which urgently called on Israel to

rescind all measures and actions designed to change the status of Jerusalem.

The Israeli representative immediately rejected the resolution and charged to

the effect that the views expressed in it were deserving of no esteem, and he

proclaimed that his Government's view would prevail. At the same time, the

Israeli Government issued a statement which rejected the resolution and made

clear its opposition to any United Nations representative or mission on the

matter, and reiterated its intention to annex the occupied city of Jerusalem.

Disregard for the principle of the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory

by military conquest is paramount ^-n the thinking of Israel's rulers; for every

single inch of Palestine was forcibly occupied. This is evident also from the

statement of Mr. Abba Eban addressed on 3° September to this august body. In

it he completely disregarded this principle to justify Israel's expansionist

designs.

"in his statement, moreover, he completely negated whatever role the United

Nations might have when he mocked what he described as its "parliamentary role,"

(19̂ 6th meeting, page 2̂ -25), claiming that the triumph of the majority has

no moral value. Indeed, when he called on the United Nations organs to disregard

its resolutions in favour of seeking a "consensus including the interested

parties" (ibid.), he was essentially limiting the capacities of the United Nations

to those policies and decisions that Israel would concede to. If the United

Nations is to restrict itself to decisions reached on the basis of consensus, iii>_.n

there would be little guarantee for the rights of a State facing aggression over

the will of the aggressor. If the United Nations is to restrict itself to decisions

reached on the basis of a consensus5 then there would be no role left for the

United Nations in such matters as the imposed Portuguese domination over African

Territories as long as Portugal did not concede to this role. In a sense,

Mr. Eban was demanding veto power for Israel, not only in the Security Council,

whose role and functions during the past years he rejected, but aV.o in the
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Invoking illusory and mythological interpretations of the history of ,-

ancient tiujes, Zionism, as an alien European colonial movement, has sought/to

impose its domination over Palestine and the countries neighbouring it. /It has

called for, anck continues to call for, the in-gathering of all Jews into the land

of Palestine and^ther parts of the Arab homeland. With every wave/of immigration

it has effected, it\has laid the seed for another aggression and^another ^mansion.

The violation of the rights of the indigenous population, theipf* exclusion and

expulsion have been the^qutcome of the racist ideology of tHis movement. The

State of Israel today, in\ll its practices is the embodiment of this movement.

Since 19̂ 8, it has achieved \hrough military conquest af scheme of expansion by
v J^

stages, of which the 1967 aggression was only the moĵ t recent. And still there is
X if

by no means any assurance that trâ s was the last jtiong the dangerous road of

aggression and expansion.

Numerous resolutions have been adopted b$- both the General Assembly and the

Security Council during the last four ygV-/ since the .196? aggression. Yet Israel

persists in its occupation of Arab lands/ik complete disregard of the United Nations,
/ \its resolutions and its principles. JloreoveA. in complete defiance of all

declarations calling for its withdrawal, Israel\has proceeded to enforce,

through measures brutally disrespectful o:'' human rights. its policy o" irrpo^ing
Jr \

its designs for the actual annexation of occupied territories, notably in the

city of Jerusalem.

The Security CounciO/resolution 2^2 (19̂ 7) of 22 November, 1967, which calls
_jf \

for the withdrawal of Jfsrael's occupying forces from the oocupied Arab
/ \territories, remains^for Israel a matter of eloquent but evasNLve academic

r \
pursuits. All ef/forts expended to reach a peaceful settlement Vi the basis of

implementing this resolution have been in vain, since Israel persists in the

arrogance whafch United States sponsorship enables it to maintain. Indeed, since
y \

1Q57, and(-throughout these years during which Israel Inm been in occupVtlon of

the Territories of three United Nations Member Sr.at.cs, the United S

Government has actually stepped up its military and financial aid to Israel^

The extensive and offensive weaponry, Phantom and Sky Hawk jets corning to Israel

from the United States lead us to the inevitable conclusion that the United States

Government is collaborating in the occupation and sharing the guilt of the

oppression it entails.
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General Assembly and all other United Nations organs. When he called for

abandonment of the old documents, formulas anc texts, it was only those

documents and resolutions, like the recent resolution 0 Jerusalem, not suitable

for Israel's aims that he wished to see abandoned. Likewise, when he spoke of

the need for building new arrangements and conditions after wars, it was the

conditions imposed by the victor that he wished to see enforced. Fortunately,

very few Member States share Mr. Eban's conception of this role of the United

Nations .

"Amidst all this, we are still confronted with deceptive assertions from

Israel and its sponsors as to its peace-loving nature and its willingness to carry

out the obligations Gtio'i.late-'-' by the Charter. But whatever credibility this

double-talk had gained in the past Is all but vanishing. The reality of Israel's

practices can no longer be obscured by rhetoric.

"The conditions imposed by Israel on the occupied Territories should be

apparent from the Report of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices

Affecting^the Human Kid-its of the Population n: the Occupier" Territories Tho

refusal of Israel to facilitate the task Si that Committee is testimony to its

abrogation of its obligations under the Geneva Convention and the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights. It is also a portrait of the double face that

Israel presents here as a cover-up for its brutal practices over there. Accounts

of Israel's practices of imposing mass punishment, repression of civilians,

torture of prisoners, deportation and expulsion of the inhabitants, destruction

and demolition of residential homes, confiscation of property, violation of

religious mouii.tieuts and beliefs are too well documented to need elaboration.

%ost atrocious and inhumane is Israel's behaviour in the Gaza Strip,

where Its brutalities constitute a singular symptom of contempt for human rights.

Under the pretext of security measures, Israel has currently been implementing its

military policy of breaking up and dispersing the population of the Gaza t-JtrJp

even when that deprives them of the minimum relief and welfare facilities

afforded them by the United Nations . The jjptcial report by Sir John Rennie,
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-Tf̂ .erâ  of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
N«. ff

Refugees in the Nea>r East, has attested to the recent demolition operation which
-x. *has resulted in the forcible displacement of about 15,000 Palestinian refugees

"V >f
and the demolition of their i&omes by the Israeli .military authorities . The

Secretary-General has expressed ĉ cern over the effect ofyChis operation on the
%L j/r

Palestinian refugees, and on lo AugustShe urgently regtfested Israel to:

"ensure the immediate cessation of theSdestru^ion of refugee homes

in the Gaza Strip and halt the removal ojî tfee refugee occupants . "

Cnce more, Israel has ignored this requester According^ to a report which appeared

on 31 August in the Israeli ncŵ naper̂ X̂ Slil' ̂ ^e displacement of these 15,000

refugees is only the first phase s>f an over-all scheme, the seetand phase of which
r ' "

aims at the removal of 60:COQ>Go 70,000 refugees _:nm their homes

Gaza Strip. This calcula^ed policy of mass displacement coupled with
jr .̂

practice of imposing .mass terror over the inhabitants is designed as a x,
/""

prelude to annexation.
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Commissioner-General of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine

Refugees in the Wear East, has attested to the recent demolition operation which

has resulted in the forcible displacement of about 15,000 Palestinian refugees

and the demolition of their homes by the Israeli military authorities. The

Secretary-General has expressed concern over the effect of this operation on the

Palestinian refugees, and on l8 August he urgently requested Israel to:

"ensure the immediate cessation of the destruction of refugee homes

in"the Gaza Strip and halt the removal of the refugee occupants."

Once more, Israel has ignored this request. According, to a report which appeared

on 31 August in the Israeli newt:paper3 Maariv, the displacement of these 15,000

refugees is only the first phase of an over-all scheme, the second phase of which

aims at the removal of 6o:COO to 70,000 re.̂ ees :;nm their homes in the

Gaza Strip. This calculated policy of mass displacement coupled with the

practice of imposing mass terror over the inhabitants is designed as a

prelude to annexation.
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General Assembly and all other United Nations organs. "When he called fj&r

abandonment of the old documents, formulas anr texts, it was only thgrie

documents"1-.and resolutions, like the recent resolution 0; Jerusalem/'not suitable

for Israel's^aims that he wished to see abandoned. Likewise, when he spoke of

the need for bMlding new arrangements and conditions after wars, it was the

conditions impose'tkby the victor that he wished to see enforced. Fortunately,

share Mr. Eban's conception of thi4s role of the Unitedvery few Member Stat?

Nations .

Amidst all this, we ike still confronted with deceptive assertions from

Israel and its sponsors as tovits peace-loving natj/re and its willingness to carry

out the obligations Gtiuu]atec'^K the Charter. J3ut whatever credibility this
X /double-talk had gained in the pastXis all but/vanishing. The reality of Israel's

practices can no longer be obscured b\. rhetoric.

The conditions imposed by Israel orMiJhe occupied Territories should be

apparent from the Report of the Special/Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices

Affecting the H'.u-nan Ei-hts cf the Population 6\the Occupier Territories Th'
f >L

refusal 01 Israel to facilitate th^ task 6f that »^mmitte^ is testimony to its

abrogation of its obligations un/fer the Geneva Convention and the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights, jti, is also a portrait ofvthe double face that

Israel presents here as a cover-up for its brutal practices over there. Accounts

of Israel's practices of ̂ posing mass punishment, repression of civilians,

torture of prisoners, exportation and expulsion of the inhabitants, destruction

and demolition of residential homes, confiscation of property, vaVlation of

religious monument^/and beliefs are too well documented to need elaboration.

Most atrocious and inhumane is Israel's behaviour in the Gaza StMp,

where its brujSlities constitute a singular symptom of contempt for humanVights.

Under the pretext of security measures, Israel has currently been implementing its

military policy of breaking up and dispersing the population of the Gaza ^:trJ L

even wh^n that deprives them of the minimum relief and welfare facilities

afforded them by the United Nations. The cpecial report by Sir John Rennie,
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'The Israeli Government has handed over the life and destiny of the

inhabitants of the Strip to the Border Guards., a special force also referred

to as the Green Berets, whose brutalities against the Arabs under occupation are

not incomparable to the atrocities committed by the American Green Berets

in Viet--Warn. The reputation of this special force has been well known since

the massacre of Kafr Kassem in 1956, when ^9 Arab subjects of Israel were

murdered in cold blood in one day. This special force was ordered to shoot,

on sight, to shoot into crowds., to commit deliberate killings and to beat and

brutalize the inhabitants. Its actions during the past year have elicited

indignant cries from people all over the world. The refusal of the inhabitants

to submit to Israel,, despite these brutalities, has commanded world-wide

support, sympathy and admiration.

In the Syrian Golan Heights under occupation., Israel has virtually

evacuated the area of its Arab inhabitants, replacing them with immigrant

settlers to serve Israel in its future aggressions. This behaviour of

Israel during these past years throughout the occupied territories is only

an extension of the old Zionist scheme of excluding the native Arab population

and expelling it to make way for the immigrant settler population. This

scheme remains, to this day, the ideology on the basis of which all of Israel's

existence, its laws • - like the so-called Law of Return — and its essence

feed and perpetuate themselves. Expansionism is an organic part of Zionism,

contingent on its self-glorification as the instrument for ingathering all

the Jews of the world in Palestine and the other Arab counrries on which it

has designs.

11 The Arab people of Palestine who were leading a normal life tilling their

land and seeking their livelihood in peace were looking to a better future

when their country fell under British colonialism committed to the establishment

of a Jewish settler state in their ancestral homeland. In 30 years of British

rulo •:•-•• •-^ palestine, the Zionist colonial machinations had transformed a myth

into redliir.y through force and violence. As a result of this, more than a

million and a half Palestinian Arabs have been uprooted from their homeland,

dispossessed and displaced. Another million and a half are suffering under the
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worst military occupation known in modern history. For two decades the
\
International community failed to undo the injustice that had been inflicted
X

upon\the people of Palestine, It is in defence of their usurped rights and for
\ jr

the restoration of their usurped homeland that they consequently opted fo.j/the

only alterative left open to them,, namely,that of armed struggle. The/recent

emergence ofSthe Palestinian revolution has demonstrated to the worl/a the

determination of, the Palestinian people to regain their rights. ^Pneir struggle
\

has gained support\from all the freedom-loving peoples,

The United Nat Idas, during recent year s3 has responded impart to its

responsibilities in thi£\connexion. Though modest, the resolutions passed

during the last two sessions can constitute a springboacra for the efforts of
X jf

the United Nations to deal wHsJi a matter that it has/long failed to meet.
"̂  yF

Resolution 2535 (XXIV) of 10 December 1969 reaffirmed"the inalienable rights
\ /

of the people of Palestine". This\as followed/in the twenty-fifth session

\ /by other resolutions which went furthe£v in pjrtting the problem in its proper

context.

Resolution 26j2 (XXV) of the pastjfisssBQn, which was adopted on

8 December 1970.) "recognizes that thjrpeople ol^JPalestine are entitled to equal
/ X

rights of self-determination,, in accordance with \he Charter of the United
A

Nations". In principle, this resolution recognizing\a people's right to

self-determination may not b^Ta novelty. All peoples §a$& entitled to the

right of self "determination. But in view of the past disr^ard for the
*r

rights of the people of/Palestine in the United Nations itself, this resolution

constitutss a step forward. This is all the more true since itVeiterated
jf \

that ;'full respectrfor the inalienable rights of the people of Palestine is

an indispensable element in the establishment of a just and lasting p\ace in

the .Middle Ejfst'".
/

Reso^-ution 26ii9 ( X X V ) , adopted during the last session on
$

30 November 1970, which "condemns those governments that deny the right to
/*"

self-determination of peoples recognized as being entitled to it, especially

of the peoples of southern Africa and Palestine!1 ,is equally important. In

viewing the Palestinians simply as refugees, the United Nations had been
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worst military occupation known in modern history. For two decades the

international community failed to undo the injustice that had been inflicted

upon the people of Palestine. It is in defence of their usurped rights and for

the restoration of their usurped homeland that they consequently opted for the

only alternative left open to them,, namely,that of armed struggle. The recent

emergence of the Palestinian revolution has demonstrated to the world the

determination of the Palestinian people to regain their rights. Their struggle

has gained support from all the freedom-loving peoples.

''The United Nations, during recent years,has responded in part to its

responsibilities in this connexion. Though modests the resolutions passed

during the last two sessions can constitute a springboard for the efforts of

the United Nations to deal with a matter that it has long failed to meet.

Resolution 2535 (XXIV) of 10 December 1969 reaffirmed"the inalienable rights

of the people of Palestine". This was followed in the twenty-fifth session

by other resolutions which went further in putting the problem in its proper

context.

Resolution 2672 (XXV) of the past ssssion, which was adopted on

8 December 1970,, "recognizes that the people of Palestine are entitled to equal

rights of self-determination5 in accordance with the Charter of the United

Nations". In principle, this resolution recognizing a people's right to

self-determination may not be a novelty. All peoples are entitled to the

right of self-determination. But in view of the past disregard for the

rights of the people of Palestine in the United Nations itself,, this resolution

constitutss a step forward. This is all the more true since it reiterated

that ''full respect for the inalienable rights of the people of Palestine is

an indispensable element in the establishment of a just and lasting peace in

the Middle East".

"Resolution 26̂ 9 (XXV)} adopted during the last session on

30 November 1970, which "condemns those governments that deny the right to

self-determination of peoples recognized as being entitled to it, especially

of the peoples of southern Africa and Palestine1',is equally important. In

viewing the Palestinians simply as refugees,, the United Nations had been
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The Israeli Government has handed over the life and destiny of the

inhabitants of the Strip to the Border Guards, a special force also referred

to as the Green Berets, whose brutalities against the Arabs under occupation are

not incomparable to the atrocities committed by the American Green/Berets

in Viet-Nam. The\ reputation of this special force has been wellyfcnown since

the massacre of Kaf\ Kassem in 1956, when. k$ Arab subjects of Israel were
\ /murdered in cold blood\.in one day. This special force was ordered to shoot

on sight., to shoot into Crowds, to commit deliberate killings and to beat and

brutalize the inhabitants. \Its actions during the pastA-ear have elicited

indignant cries from people a\l over the world. The Refusal of the inhabitants

to submit to Israel, despite th§se brutalities, has/commanded world-wide

support, sympathy and admiration.

In the Syrian Golan Heights unde*!£ occupation, Israel has virtually
\ /

evacuated the area of its Arab inhabitants, ̂ replacing them with immigrant

settlers to serve Israel in its future aggressions. This behaviour of
S\Israel during these past years throughout the^occupied territories is only
/ \

an extension of the old Zionist schemer of excluding the native Arab population
/ \and expelling it to make way for th^immigrant settler population. This

scheme remains, to this day, the jfdeology on the basts of which all of Israel's
/ ' \

existence, its laws -— like the/so--called Law of ReturnV — and its essence

feed and perpetuate themselves. Expansionism is an organ\c part of Zionism,
/ %'~contingent on its self-glojrLfication as the instrument for ingathering all

the Jews of the world in/Palestine and the other Arab counrrie\ on which it

has designs.

The Arab peoplg^of Palestine who were leading a normal life tiding their
/

land and seeking ifheir livelihood in peace were looking to a better future

when their country fell under British colonialism committed to the establishment
/ NL

of a Jewish settler state in their ancestral homeland. In 30 years of Brirish

ru.l-.~. • Palestine, the Zionist colonial machinations had transformed a myth
if

/
into re jJij. .-.7 through force and violence. As a result of this, more than a

/
millio^i and a half Palestinian Arabs have been uprooted from their homeland,

dispossessed and displaced. Another million and a half are suffering under the
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evading the central fact of the problem. The Palestinians have become

refugees by virtue of the denial of their right to self-determination. Like

the peoples of southern Africa., they are victims of the colonial age which

deprived them of their country under British imperialism and which reduced

them to inferior status by the racist Zionism of the State of Israel.
ii
Israeli Zionism, like South Africa's apartheid, perpetuates itself

through the imposition of a system of racial discrimination against the

indigenous population. The outcome of the Zionist scheme during the past

half century has been the creation in the land of Palestine of a social
I

system which, like apartheid of South Africa, is based on racial discrimination

and hate, whereby the Arab inhabitants are reduced to third-rate status,

the Oriental Jews to second-rate status, with the European settler minority

occupying the dominant positions. The atrocities which Israel has committed

during the last half century in order to impose this shameful system have

always borne close resemblance to the methods employed by the Nazis.

"Since I960., when the United Nations adopted the policy of combatting

racism and apartheid with sanctions against the South African, Government, the

commercial exchange and the military links between Israel and South Africa

have increased incredibly. Judging by available figures, Israel's exports

to South Africa have multiplied ten-fold since that time. South Africa is

Israel's chief trading partner in Africa. The extensive contributions which

the South African regime has allowed for Zionist groups to channel to

Israel, like the sum of 3518 million reported soon after the Israeli aggression

in June 1967, is testimony to the close links'between these two racist States.

If the United Nations has committed itself to the task of combatting

racism, it is imperative that it deal with racism wherever it exists. The

system of religious-racial intolerance imposed by Zionism and the State of

Israel over the people of Palestine must be exposed and opposed. The role

that Israel plays in Africa, in collaboration with the South African regime

and its other racist and colonialist allies, must be condemned.
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...The African continent is witnessing today the combined aggressions of

the South African Government, the Portuguese colonialists and the Rhodesian

minority regime. These vicious entities are unifying their forces to enslave

the African populations under their combined control. In this,y£hey would

achieve little "fC it were not for the covert co-operation they find among

several other State\. f

The South Africari\racist -.rulers seem to have lost/all their humanity and

have proceeded to impose'"their systematic violence/on millions of people
"\ /'

in South Africa. The repression the mass murdjers, imprisonments and torture
\. /

by the Government of South Afriaa constituted crime against all of humanity.
\ /The behaviour of that State makes c%ear its unwillingness to accommodate

% j?
the rights of the majority of the coû ry's inhabitants. Accordingly, it

must be expelled from all international runctions and its legitimacy must

be denied. The South African Government has^refused to comply with the
/ \

Assembly's decision to terminate the Mandate over Namibia. Furthermore, it
/ Xhas defied all pleas fronrthe international community and proceeded to

/ . V . .
introduce into that cpuntry the evil racist system o fVaparthe id that it had

imposed on the populations under its own rule. The rulihg of the International
/" \

Court of JusticX on the illegality of South Africa's occupation of the

Namibian territory offers no alternative but to enforce the sanctions against

South Afrfca. Having already called upon the Member States to terminate

all relations with this racist Government, the United Nations must new
/ \

tajfcte those measures necessary to ensure the strict implementation of thiss call

/''on the part of all States. We cannot entertain any illusions as to South N.

Africa's willingness to comply with the least requirements of human decency. >
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"In the Middle East, the complete withdrawal of Israeli forces from the

occupied Arab territories is a prerequisite for reducing the explosive situation

in the region. The return of the people of Palestine to their homeland and

the restoration of their legitimate right to self-determination constitute

an inevitable necessity if a just and lasting peace is to be achieved."

Mr. Ra.iaratnam (Singapore) (A/PV.1960 at page 21)

"The other apparently unsolvable problem is the tragic war in the Middle East.

Here too there are grounds for at least qualified optimism. The area of agreement

between the parties concerned has now been hopefully widened. My Government

is well aware that there still exists a gap of suspicion and fear. But we

believe that renewed war will not narrow the gap, and will most certainly erode

the area of agreement so painfully and patiently broadened through peaceful

negotiations.

"My Government would like to reiterate that the Middle East conflict should

be resolved through negotiations and on the basis of the Security Council

resolution of November 1967."

Mr. Hunlede (Togo) (A/PV.1960 at page 37)

"The entire world continues to be concerned with the tragedy of the Middle

East. Since the last session of the General Assembly no serious evolution has

been observed. The cease-fire has expired, and war can, therefore, break out

at any time, thus creating a grave danger to international peace and security.

Today, like yesterday, we cannot but give our support to the implementation of

resolution 2k2 (1967) of 22 November 1967 and to the United States peace proposal

known as the Rogers plan, despite some shortcomings due to the fact that the

Palestinian problem has not been expressly mentioned. Once again we call on the
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two parties concerned to overcome their divergencies. ¥e believe that, in this

regard, the mission of the Organization of African Unity, with Presidents Senghor,

Ahidjo, Mobutu and Gowon, vhich vill shortly go to Israel and Egypt may be

of great usefulness in the quest for a solution to this grave crisis, and it is

to be hoped that the goodwill of the two parties concerned will contribute to the

success of these meetings."

Mr. Gurinovich (Byelorussian SSR) (A/PV.1960 at pages 57, 58, 59-60, 61)

"Let us consider the situation in the Near East which has come about as a

result of the aggression by Israel against the Arab States which was prepared,

encouraged and directed by the forces of imperialism. For over four years the

consequences of this criminal aggression have not been settled. What is the

reason for this situation? Can anyone here see some sort of agreement or a

situation whereby the position of the great Powers is identical? One must fly in

the face of common sense to assert this. The world at large knows that the
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Soviet Union, the other socialist States and the overwhelming majority of other

peace-loving States have decisively and unconditionally condemned the Israeli

aggression and have done everything possible to implement resolution 2^2 (196?)

of the Security Council. The socialist States and many Afro-Asian countries have

supported the struggle of the Arab peoples, the victims of aggression, a struggle

directed at the re-establishment of violated rights, for a just political

settlement in the Near East and for the protection of the legal rights of the

peoples of Palestine.
s5This was also stressed in the statement of the twenty-fourth Congress of the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union for a just and firm peace in the Near East.

A constructive position on the Near East question has also been adopted by a

great Power, France. At one time the United Kingdom was a sponsor of resolution

2^2 (1967) of the Security Council. The United Kingdom has now taken up the

position of the other remaining great Power.

"The Arab countries are ready to implement fully this decision of the

Security Council with reference both to the withdrawal of Israeli troops and also

from the point of view of the establishment of a firm peace in this area. The

Egyptian Arab Republic made a positive and immediate reply in the summer of this

year to the specific proposal of the Special Representative of the United Nations

Secretary-General, Ambassador Jarring. It stated that it was ready to conclude

a peace agreement with Israel on the basis of the withdrawal of Israeli troops

from the occupied Arab territories. Its patient and sincere desire for peace has

guaranteed the lengthy cease-fire in order to achieve the objectives contained in

the Security Council resolution. Everyone is aware of the initiative of the

Egyptian Arab Republic which proposed measures for the resumption of navigation

in the Suez canal in the near future on condition that the Israeli forces be

withdrawn from, the area of the canal, with a subsequent withdrawal of these

troops from all occupied territories. Mr. Riad, the Minister for Foreign

Affairs of the Egyptian Arab Republic, recalled this point a few days ago. In

point of fact no single thesis advanced in the past by Israel remains,

particularly when one recalls that Israel has claimed in the past that it was
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\

stood for the., elimination of this focal point of war in South-East Asia. The
\ • /'twenty-fourth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union adopted^a

\. /'
special appeal for̂ the peace and freedom of the peoples of Indo-China.y'lhe

Soviet Union and other socialist and peace-loving States have actively supported
\

the just demands of tĥ e_ Democratic Republic of Viet -Mara, of the .Provisional

Revolutionary Government\of the Republic of South Viet-Ivam, of the National

Single Front of Cambodia afed the patriotic Front of Laos-. The overwhelming
\

majority of States see in the,, recent proposals made by .the Provisional
\ /

Revolutionary Government of Sota.th Viet-Nam, containing seven points, a
\a

constructive programme for the political settlement of the war in South-East Asia.
\The other side has avoided any discussion of js'hese proposals. Here in the
\ y

Assembly we have witnessed some attempts t.s relax somehow any vigilance

in this connexion by references to a dlkirease in the conflict in South-East Asia,

this despite the fact that the beginding\>f this session of the General Assembly

was marked by the resumption of trfie bombing\of the territory of the Democratic
/ \

Republic of Viet-Wam and by new and active military operations on the part of
f ^i

the American forces in Camb'bdia and Laos. The ''Byelorussian SSR, like many other>• '̂
s~ X.countries, decisively condemns the aggression in iHputh-East Asia and demands

/ \
the immediate, complete and unconditional withdrawal of American troops and of

/f \the troops of their allies from this part of the world1^ a rejection of the policy

of forcing Asians to fight against Asians, and declares^ its support in the

struggle of-'the peoples of Indo-China for their peace and ̂freedom, independence
\

and for 'their right to be the masters on their own soil and t.o decide their own
\

future without international and foreign interference. \
\

Let us consider the siutuation in the Kear East which has come about as a
\

result of the aggression by Israel against the Arab States which wa-g prepared,
\

encouraged and directed by the forces of imperialism. For over four 'years the
rl.

consequences of this criminal aggression have not been settled. What is,, the

reason for this situation? Can anyone here see some sort of agreement or a.

situation whereby the position of the great Powers is identical? One must fly in

the face of common sense to assert this. The world at large knows that the
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interested solely in the forging of its security. All of these theses advanced

by Israel have so far received positive and constructive replies from the Arab

States. Nevertheless, Israel stubbornly avoids a solution to the question of

the withdrawal of its forces from the occupied Arab territories and it counts

on the support of the United States and of certain of the allies of the latter

in this criminal policy. Moreover, Israel, with their assistance, has been

increasing its military potential and has sabotaged any positive settlement of

this question; it has submitted new claims over and over again, claims that

pursue a single objective: to maintain the Arab territories under its

occupation.

"We recently heard from this lofty forum^ under the guise of new

proposals whose secret purpose was simply to reward Israel for aggression.

These sweetened proposals have quite clearly been rejected by the Arab States

because they do not and cannot settle the political situation in the I-iear East

once and for all as this is possible only on the basis of the implementation of

the principle approved by the United Nations of the inadrnissibility of the

acquisition of foreign territory by force. It is by this concrete historical

example that it is possible to determine how diametrically opposed are the

policies and positions of the two great Powers or, as some have called them,

the two super Powers.
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Mr.''Khaddam, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Syrian Arab Republic,

was right when he justly stated that the attempt of the Zionist-Israeli

propaganda is\to present Israeli aggression against Arab countries as a

conflict between\the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

in the Middle East\ that this entire operation is such as to clearly indicate
% /

that the interests ofythe United States are linked to Israeli aggression''. This
\ >~

is a clear situation whereby the expansionist Israeli State wishes to' continue

its occupation of Arab territories. One can only express regret that certain

representatives who spoke froaj this rostrum have become victims 'of this false
\claim of the Israeli aggressors^.

I have referred to certain positive trends in the development of the

situation in Europe which are the res;ult of the foreign--''policy initiatives

the Soviet Union and other socialist StVtes. There,a're, nevertheless, other
\ /'urgent matters which are ripe for solution^ The treaties and agreements
\ /concluded in Europe have not been implemented, as yet, no final decision has

•* \
yet been adopted on the convening of the conference on matters of security and

co-operation, and no practical work has be'gun on the limitation of armaments
/" \

in Europe. It is quite clear that all/proposals on^transforming Europe into
\a continent of peace and co-operation have been introduced by the Soviet Union

/ \
in active co-operation with other/socialist States. TheyXhave been actively

y '**.*• *-,
supported by the majority of Ijestern European countries. \

,: ' S.

What then is blocking .a rapid and effective implementation, of the proposals
.,' %\

of these countries? It iris perhaps a lack of desire on the part oi certain great

Powers and of -some of̂ .-their more active allies in the NATO bloc to find a rapid

and unquestionable ,/uray leading to an alleviation of tension in Europe ,\ Everyone
x

knows who exactly created these unnecessary barriers and who continues to\pile

up these unnecessary barriers along the way to a pan-European conference through
s \*

the submission of new preliminary conditions. Everyone knows who exactly raises

variousxproblems that can be answered only by the conference itself and in

negotiations on a decrease in armaments.
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"Mr. Khaddam, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Syrian Arab Republic,

was right vhen he justly stated that the attempt of the Zionist-Israeli

propaganda is to present Israeli aggression against Arab countries as a

conflict between the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

in the Middle East, that this entire operation is such as to clearly indicate

that the interests of the United States are linked to Israeli aggression. This

is a clear situation whereby the expansionist Israeli State wishes to continue

its occupation of Arab territories. One can only express regret that certain

representatives who spoke from this rostrum have become victims of this false

claim of the Israeli aggressors."

Mr. Sakkaf (Saudi Arabia) (A/PV.1961 at pages 8-10, 11, 12)

"The situation in the Middle East is still paramount in so far as we

are concerned. Ve can never keep silent about the injustice that has been

perpetrated on the indigenous people of Palestine since 19̂ 7 and thereafter

till the present day.
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'' The usurpation of the Palestinian homeland by European Jews on the

grounds that God Almighty had given them the land is untenable as long as by

the grace of God the deep feeling that this injustice should be undone still

surges in the breasts of 11* million Arabs and 60* million Muslims, who feel

it is their sacred duty to save the Palestinians as a people from national

annihilation.

"The arrogance of the Zionist usurpers knows no bounds. It is an insult

to human intelligence to act as if they were the chosen people of God to the

exclusion of everybody else. While the United Nations incessantly decries

racial discrimination or the superiority of one religion or sect over the other,

these Zionists unabashedly endeavour to seek privileges on religious grounds.

''But this is not all. These European Zionists have even placed themselves

above the Sephardic Jews, who, unfortunately, have become victims of Zionism

by being locked upon as second-class citizens in usurped Palestine. Truly,

such flagrant racial discrimination stops at no limits. It is not strange,

therefore, that Zionists consider that the Arabs, together with all the gentiles

in the world, should belong to a lower stratum of the human creation. It is

the most despicable effrontery for the Zionists to engage in such sordid racial

discriminatisn.

"if the Zionists persist in claiming that the question of Jerusalem is

non np'-vitiablp let me make it unmistakably clear that we, Arabs and Muslims,

will in time, with God's help, sacrifice ourselves to redeem Jerusalem and

all the Palestinian homeland from colonial invaders who have constituted a

foreign element in our midst, which explains the state of perpetual war, the high

tensions and anarchical upheavals in the whole region of the Middle East. That

is why the clash of interests between Powers, big and small, will definitely

lead to a global holocaust, if injustice is allowed to prevail while the

United Nations merely stands as a helpless witness to this unprecedented tragedy.

"What authorities other than usurping Zionists would dare to consistently

defy the decisions of the United Nations and ignore the innumerable condemnatory

resolutions adopted against them since the United Nations unjustly admitted them

to its membership?
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armaments at the expense oiX^he masses -who are compelled to contribu

hard-earned funds for what may @n,d up in the profession of killing or

getting killed in the name of liber^. justice and self-defe
"̂*ŝ  jS

My delegation is far from so presumptuous as to address itself to nearly

100 items inscribed on the agenda of the current sesaa'Sn, inasmuch as, no
'Hfi ĵ

doubt, each item is of special importance to a g^Cp of Member States, if

not the whole United Nations. It therefore b^omes understandable that I

may be permitted to dwell in this stateme»€" on those items'''^ the agenda

that deeply concern the Government and/people of Saudi Arabia.

The situation in the Middle B^st is still paramount in so far

are 'concerned. We can never kgfp silent about the injustice that has

perpetrated on the indigenous people of Palestine since lv^-7 and thereafter

till the present day.



"If the major Powers that in 19̂ 7 were responsible for the creation of

this artificial Zionist State refuse to act in the face of these defiant

usurpers, I am afraid, we may all end up by losing faith in the effectiveness

of this Organization.

"We are not boasting of what the Arabs and Muslims may one day be able to

do, nor is it our intention to arouse the fears of the vorld community by what

we say on this question from the rostrum of the United Nations.

"Palestine lies astride the routes of three continents and, as sucĥ  was

and still is being coveted by foreign invaders who throughout history has

thought they could keep it permanently as the prize of conquest. Where are those

invaders now? With the exception of the present non-Semitic usurpers, the

Khazars, who were converted to Judaism, they are no more.

"We would like to ask, will the General Assembly and in particular the
Security Council remain helpless in the face of Zionist aggression? Will the

United Nations act or allow the situation in the Middle East to deteriorate

to such an extent that no remedy may be found except in eventual armed conflicts

until the aggressor is curbed and ultimately expelled? We can hardly add more to

this grave warning, which we hope will be heeded before it may become too late."
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Britain, the United States of America, and their reactionary puppet

regimes in the area have exploited the circumstances of the set-back that

struck the Arab liberation movement following the Zionist aggression, backed

by imperialism, against the Arab people and their progressive regimes in

June 1967. Among the primary objectives and most urgent aims of that act of

aggression was the freezing of the Arab revolutionary liberation movement

as a prelude to isolating it from its world allies and eliminating it altogether.

The Arab nation, however, has shown its greatness by overcoming the set-back

as the armed revolution intensified in one area and resulted in the independence

of the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen only six months after the set-back.

''other victories followed shortly, serving but to confirm the Arab

nation's rejection of the consequences of the Zionist aggression backed by

the United States. The Palestinian resistance came into being to give the

Palestinian people a new confidence in themselves and in their ability to

rid their nation of Zionist colonialism, in spite of the recent and past

imperialist conspiracies to which it had been subjected.

"My Government opposes and condemns any attempt to strike at the

Palestinian resistance movement as a conspiracy against the Palestinian

people and their legitimate rights.

"More victories followed in succession in other parts of the Arab world,

leading to the removal of British and American bases supporting Israel and

its aggressive plans and representing a threat to peace in the area. Libya,

for example, moved into a prominent position in the Arab struggle following

the revolution of September 1969. More than four years have elapsed since

the Israeli aggression against the Arab peoples, an aggression backed by the

imperialist Powers headed by the United States, and resulting in the occupation

of substantial portions of the territories of three Arab nations, all of them

Members of the United Nations. There is no doubt that the perpetuation of

that aggression is a violation of the territorial integrity of those nations]

as such, it cannot be tolerated by either those nations or by the international

community at large. Force, aggression and war were the means used for the

occupation of those territories, and such methods have been rejected in

substance and in form.
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*ntion of the colonialist presence in the Arabian Gulf area is

supported by\the documents submitted to the United Nations by the
\

revolutionaries^ themselves and confirmed by those observers who were gfole

to visit the arek. That presence is evident from the large militarjf bases
\ * .that are situated all over the Arabian Gulf, in particular in the/vicinity

of Oman and its surrounding sea area. That presence is also certified by

the secret and public agreements that leave no doubt whatsoever that the

whole area still remains\mder the control and- the protection of the

British Mandate.

The peoples of the Arabian Gulf, like all other struggling peoples,

are determined not to put down\he arms they carried/on the morning of

9 June 1965 under the leadership\f the Popular Frwit for the Liberation of
• \ /the Arabian Gulf, until they rid th\ir country of the colonialist presence.

They have proved during their seven-y\ar rev-lotion that they are capable of
/

resisting the most savage, repressive m\asujjps of the British forces and

their puppets. Neither their deterininaciMi to carry on the struggle nor

their belief in their final victory willr beXswayed by British tricks; indeed,

it will only be strengthened. And ifyBritainShas succeeded so far in

fooling anyone, it has not fooled arfa will not cool the peoples cf that area
/ \

and their heroic fighters, who wi3Q. decide the destiny of their own countries
/ \

as they see fit. The revolution, of Dhofar is only a\beginning, and Dhofar is

only a part .of the Arabian C-u£f area.

In spite of the United/Nations resolutions admitting both r;.i:rain and

Qatar as Member Btates in/the Organization, the peoples of\the Arabian Gulf
/ " \

are still looking for the support of the United Nations and those of its

Members that stand for peace and freedom.

A delegation representing the revolution lu the area was
/

explain the crime's committed by British forces .igainst bru

and to submit rfroof of the reality of :ne colrtij.a'-.i

J\-J

They,, called

on the world's conscience not to allu'-r Britain to carij. or: its imperialist

schemes that contradict the aims of the Charter and the principles of

United Nations.
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The People's Democratic Republic of Yemen, which is a part of the Arab

nation and a Member State of the United Nations, believes that the position

of the United Nations and the world community as mere onlookers to the

continuation of that aggression in defiance of United Nations resolutions,

can only encourage the aggressor, and considers this as a disappointment to

the hopes of peace-loving nations and their regard for the United Nations,

its seriousness and its great principles as laid down in the Charter.

"it is no longer a secret to the whole world that it is the United States

which encourages Israel to ridicule and ignore the United Nations and world

opinion, by providing to that State financial and military support and

protection. Were it not for the backing of the United States, it would not

be possible for Israel, by itself alone, to defy the whole world. The question

confronting this Assembly is whether the United Nations can agree to set its

resolutions on one side of the scale and the United States on the other. Is

there any justice in this situation? We also direct the question to the great

American people, who will, we believe, reject this equation in our present age.

"The problem that we refer to as the Middle-East crisis is in essence the

problem of the Palestinian people. The agression of June 19<$7; in the view of

the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen and the Arab people, is a continuation

of the crime that was committed in 19̂ -8, a year to which the Arabs refer as

truly the year of tragedy. On that date world history witnessed the most cruel

crime it has ever known, for never before in the world's history could we read

of a whole people forced out of their land, to be replaced by others who came

from different nations, united by hatred and racism, forcibly removing the

people of Palestine from their country and seizing their houses, their lands

and their properties "by force. Had this happened to another people in Africa

or Asia, would it have been accepted? Yet, it has happened, and after the

establishment of the United Nations, with the assistance of the imperialist

Powers, headed by the United States and the British Government, which latter

had a mandate over PaJeetine.

'So here we are today, with the Arab nations paying the price for that first

crime, which has also resulted in new consequences as evidenced by the forcible

occupation of Arab territories by Israel. The occupied Arab nations have made

every peaceful effort and obtained from the United Nations several resolutions,

among them resolution 2̂ 4-2 (1967), of 22 November 19̂ 7; and although four years have

passed Israel continues to defy the United Nations and its resolutions.
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T,'!hat is left for the United Nations and the Security Council to do/

regarding a party that rejects their resolutions and refuses to carryyChem

out?

This resolution, which we have not accepted, was accepted, ho/ever, by

some of the Arab nations, whose territories have been occupied,in/a show of
•;. /

goodwill. Nevertheless, that resolution could not be enforced/'by the United

Nations because the United States refuses to impose its implementation and to
\ if

request Israel to carry it.,, out. In fact, the United States is encouraging

Israel's intransigence by supplying it with financial an/ military support.

The People's Democratic Republic of Yemen sees no/possibility of a

solution unless it is based on the right of the Palestinian people to recover

their land and their right to self\determination./ It is in this belief

that "the People1 s Democratic Republic1'-of Yemen supports the rightful struggle

of the Palestinian people to liberate 1-ts homeland and the proclaimed aims

of the Palestinian revolution in creating "'a democratic system in Palestine,
"'/

by which all citizens, be they Moslem, Chr/s\ian or Jewish, can coexist.

I wanted to see the only legitimate/and real representative of the great

people of China here to welcome him in/my address-.,and I hope that this wish
/ \

will come true in the near future.

That the People's Republic of/China should obtain, its seat in the
/ \

United Nations as the sole representative of the great Chinese people is
./ \

only natural. Keeping a large/^ation such as China and a "--great people like

the Chinese, who number more/than TOO million people, outsicfe^the United
/ \

Nations was a strange phenomenon. \
/ \

My Government is confident that the United Nations will makexa rapid

decision to seat ChinaAiring this session, that it will welcome "the

representative of thê 'People' s Republic of China to his natural role samong us .

and that at the same time it will expel the representatives of Chiang Kai-shek
/ \

of Taiwan. / \

Such an bi'storic decision will be a landmark in the history of this

international''Organization and will create new -and better circumstances in

international relations, increasing the effectiveness of the Organization in

maintaining world peace and supporting the struggle of nations to secure their
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(at page 26)

"What is left for the United Nations and the Security Council to do

regarding a party that rejects their resolutions and refuses to carry them

out?

"This resolution, which we have not accepted, was accepted, however, by

some of the Arab nations, whose territories have been occupied, in a show of

goodwill. Nevertheless, that resolution could not be enforced by the United

Nations because the United States refuses to impose its implementation and to

request Israel to carry it out. In fact, the United States is encouraging

Israel's intransigence by supplying it with financial and military support.

"The People's Democratic Republic of Yemen sees no possibility of a

solution unless it is based on the right of the Palestinian people to recover

their land and their right to self-determination. It is in this belief

that the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen supports the rightful struggle

of the Palestinian people to liberate its homeland and the proclaimed aims

of the Palestinian revolution in creating a democratic system in Palestine,

by which all citizens, be they Moslem, Christian or Jewish, can coexist."

Mr. Shafiq (Afghanistan) (A/PV.1961 at pages 34-35, 36, 37)

"The question of the Middle East is not a local problem. It is an

international problem and, therefore, a problem of international concern. It is

very unfortunate that, with all awareness of the gravity of the problem, some

nations have paid the least attention not only to the situation in the Middle East

itself, but also, as Members of the United Nations, to United Nations resolutions

and have exerted little effort for the implementation of their own decisions.

Despite the resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security Council, little

effort has been made to make the usurper realize that, in our time, territories

cannot remain occupied by right of conquest. Ve see with great distress that

portions of the lands of three Member States of the Unites Nations — Egypt,

Syria and Jordan — are still kept under occupation, and more than that, this
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situation has been tolerated with impunity. While ve deplore the refusal of

Israel to comply with the simplest dictates of international law and justice,

I think the deep appreciation of the world Organization is due to the political

patience of the Arab States, particularly of the Government of Egypt which has

almost exhausted all possibilities of co-operation for the implementation of the

resolutions of the United Nations and for the success of the efforts made on its

behalf to bring durable peace in the Middle East.
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''Afghanistan's concern is not limited to the consequences of

aggression against the Arabs only and the continuation of injustices on

behalf of the Israelis towards certain Arab States. We are basically concerned

with the consequences of aggression itself, by any nation against any other

nation in the world.

"Afghanistan, in the course of its own history has experienced the

oppression of aggressors and has suffered from the injury of occupation

of its territory by force, and is well aware of the full meaning of annexation

of parts of its land, I think I am not the only representative who can recall

such experiences related to his own country.

"We call upon all Member States, therefore, to consider the question of

aggresssion and the right of any country to occupy another country's territory

by conquest. We are not thinking about the Arabs only when we ask the question:

How can any country which is occupied by military force be expected not to resort

to war to liberate its people and its territory? I should like to ask this

august Assembly whether there is any large or small country among us that would

not defend its homeland against occupation?

"Therefore, any nation that might allow itself to be unwilling to

understand and defend the established rights of the Arabs against the aggressive

policy of occupation and annexation is forfeiting the right of its own defence

against such policies and actions.

"On the other hand, however, there is the attitude of certain big Powers

that have not succeeded in the implementation of measures that they have approved.

Therefore, we can demand from this august Assembly not only the implementation of

what the Security Council has approved in the case of the Middle East, but more

than that, the reaffirmation of the principles of international law in

accordance with which acquisition by force is inadmissible.

"My Government asks the world Organization and expects- from it urgent

and effective measures for finding a solution based on justice and the full

restoration of the rights of the Arab people.
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It i\ indeed fitting to pause here for a moment and to remind ourselves of

a nation wĥ se fate and territory were submitted, in this present century, in a

most overt manner, to ruthless aggression. The peaceful people of Palestine were

driven away from*,their homes and land, while the world watched helglesslv over
\. /

this injustice. Until now all efforts for the restoration of thejfr rights have
\

failed. Even those "minimum rights recognized "by the United Nat/ons

resolutions, were not restored to them. We ask this great Assembly, which not

only represents the peoples of the world but which should also reflect the

international conscience, tfe exercise all the power at i^s command so that the

rights of the people of Palestine will be fully restored and recovered from those

who usurped them against principles of law, justice^and humanity.

The problem of Jerusalem is \f great concert/not only to the Moslems,
\ /

Christians and Jews of the world, but, to all thĵ rse who genuinely believe in the

preservation of the cultures of mankiritiv and t^e observance of the respect for all
\ /

the holy shrines and historical monuments'-, /\te condemn all measures

which, in total disregard of international Vules of morality and law and the

United Nations resolutions, are taken yith a view of distorting the Arab,

Moslim and Christian character of th^Holy City;\ We cannot allow any change in

the character of the city of Jerusalem. The city ̂ should be kept intact until its

control is restored to its lawful inhabitants. \

Allow me to turn to anotbfer Asian question: the question of Viet-Nam. Though

not formally on the agenda 0T the United Nations, it is nevertheless on the

conscience of all mankind/ A hot war has been in progress ""and the United 'lations
/as an Organization of neace has been given no role but that of, a helpless

spectator. We are aware of the fact that the consequences resulting from such

developments are part of the primary responsibilities of big Power\. Meanwhile,

for 'many different reasons it is not possible for small countries to ••••remain

unconcerned. Afghanistan, as an Asian country and as a. member of the '-

/

'
community, wishes to draw the attention of the world to the urgenT,

need for tne cessation of hostilities in Viet-Nam.

The miseries of Asia do not end here. There are certain recent developments

which axe of concern not only to the Asians, but also to the rest of the world.
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"It is indeed fitting to pause here for e moment and to remind ourselves of

a nation -whose fate and territory vere submitted, in this present century, in a

most overt manner, to ruthless aggression. The peaceful people of Palestine were

driven away from their homes and land, while the world watched helplessly over

this injustice. Until now all efforts for the restoration of their rights have

failed. Even those minimum rights recognized by the United Nations resolutions,

were not restored to them. We ask this great Assembly, which not

only represents the peoples of the world but which should also reflect the

international conscience, to exercise all the power at its command so that the

rights of the people of Palestine will be fully restored and recovered from those

who usurped them against principles of law, justice and humanity.

"The problem of Jerusalem is of great concern not only to the Moslems,

Christians and Jews of the world, but to all those who genuinely believe in the

preservation of the cultures of mankind and the observance of the respect for all

the holy shrines and historical monuments. We condemn all measures

which, in total disregard of international rules of morality and law and the

United Nations resolutions, are taken with a view of distorting the Arab,

Moslim and Christian character of the Holy City. We cannot allow any change in

the character of the city of Jerusalem. The city should be kept intact until its

control is restored to its lawful inhabitants."
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Mrs. Bandaranaike (Ceylon) (A/FV.1962 at page 8)

"The continuing crisis in West Asia is a matter of deep concern to us. Almost

four years have passed since the Security Council unanimously agreed on a settlement,

but a solution appears as remote as ever. Worse still, the policies of the Government

of Israel in the occupied territories bear all the marks of permanent consolidation of

an illegal occupation. The United Nations should not neglect or forget its

responsibilities towards the Palestinian people."

Mr. D.la.iadiningrat (Indonesia) (A/PV.1962 at pages 26, 27)

"In the Middle East, Israel's adamant refusal to comply with the essential

conditions for peace as provided for in Security Council resolution 2̂ 2 (1967)

remains the principal cause of continuing and explosive tensions in the area.

"For four years now, Ambassador Jarring has untiringly devoted himself to

helping to find a solution based on the above-mentioned resolution. His efforts

and proposals have met with the support and sympathy of all sides except

Israel. On the other hand, President Anwar Sadat has shown commendable reason
(at page 27)

and. courage iri"declaring'Egypt's' willingness to sign a peace accord with Israel

provided Israel withdraws from all Arab territories occupied since the June 19&7 ;/'*-:.

war, and even to re-open the Suez Canal as a first step towards over-all

settlement. ; "r--:

lit is clear that Israel's intransigence directly undermines United Nations-

prestige and authority. Its continued illegal occupation of Arab territory

and its persistent denial of basic human rights to the Palestinian people

constitute serious violations of the Charter. And even as recently as a

fortnight ago, Israel once again showed its total disregard, for Security

Council resolutions on" the status of the City of Jerusalem.

''Indonesia remains firm in its conviction that the acquisition of territory

'by military force cannot be tolerated. The complete withdrawal of Israeli •' _•',';_

troops from Arab lands should, therefore, be the starting-point from which " '̂""

to develop all further efforts to attain a just and durable peace. v:e will • ; .'•..

' continue to stand on the consistent implementation of Security Council : ;-

resolution 2k2 (1967)= as well as of last year's General Assembly resolution

which guarantees the Palestinians their inalienable right to self-•determination.,. "

Me reaffirm our support to Ambassador Jarring's mission and welcome any other '•' ..,'..jV,_

initiative, including interim agreements, to secure these objectives." • e e
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Mr. Tseghe (Ethiopia) (A/FV.1963 at pages 7, 8-10)

To be more specific, let me, for example, single out the urgent problem

''"•"'"of the Middle East.

"; ., "First, we have Security Council resolution 2^2 (196?) which laid down

.:" ' ;the broad basis for achieving genuine and durable peace in that long-troubled •_„

.[•;..•,:-;;area of the world. .. .

•',: Secondly, an attempt to implement that resolution was promptly initiated

• • ;by the Secretary-General and the arduous effort towards its actual implementation,

.- -continues to be pursued by his personal representative, Ambassador Jarring.

:;;.'' 'Thirdly, a temporary cease-fire was achieved, which, mercifully, is

'..'"•'v still observed de facto by the parties concerned.

''';-' 'Fourthly, the Conference of the Heads of African States and Government

• of the Organization of African Unity which convened in A-."dis Ababa last

'*.;.• : June, has formed a committee composed of ten Heads of State -- including :

'-'".' His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I, my august Sovereign -- to seek ways and

Xv-' means to bring about lasting peace to that crossroad of civilizations. That

Committee has, since its formation, held intensive consultations as a result

'•'';;_ of which a sub-Committee was formed and will soon visit the capitals of the

'X? countries concerned.

;'X ''Meanwhile, since the initial cease-fire, there has been considerable

•f̂ '' restraint by the parties concerned in not aggravating the already tense. . ' i

situation. From -what \-ie gather, the guns are more often silent. As a result,

(at page 8-10)

incalculable life and property have been spared the ravages of war. We

appreciate the advantages of these positive developments and we ardently

hope that they will eventually lead to the establishment of lasting peace
in the region."

Mr. Bachev (Bulgaria) (A/FV.1963 at pages 18, 19-20)
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The situation in the Middle East has reached an extreme degree of

';- intolerance and incompatibility with the normal and effective development

•-v'v of peaceful efforts aimed at liquidating the consequences of Israeli
. ••,/., _•

':'i aggression. The military aggression of 1967 continues at present under

V;i the guise of occupation and political aggression, which for four years has

• fmade impossible the implementation of decisions of the Security Council.

- ::i The responsibility for this situation lies exclusively with the Government
V'yi
''•; of Israel. In the Middle East also we are confronted with two opposing

'• I trends. On the one hand, the Arab Governments are ready to accept a

Apolitical solution of the crisis, no matter who takes the initiative for it,
i "'71 • ? -s

.,-; and, on the other hand, Israel only seeks to keep the fruiis of its aggression

. j and opposes any just solution of the conflict. This policy of Israel meets

'V'with increasing disapproval on the part of world public opinion, which

;v sees in it an intolerable defiance of the most elementary principles of

';• international law and justice.

'., "Israel is perfectly aware of this state of affairs and tries to conceal

:„•'. its opposition to measures aimed at the restoration of peace and security

,,^ in the Middle East. The statement of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of

•',:>. Israel in the General Assembly was a new proof of this. He generously

;• stated that there were several roads leading to peace; but where do the roads
:'; suggested by the Israeli Minister lead? To the illegal consecration of the

consequences of aggression and, therefore, new conflicts and war. Only the

~ road leading truly to peace and stability escaped his attention: I have in
;:.'i
, mind the total implementation of the resolution of the Security Council and

':\ its main provision, the withdrawal of Israeli troops from occupied Arab

'•.'; territories.
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(Mr._ ̂ achev, Bulgaria)

On the other hand, the constructive position of the Arat countries,

" and especially of Egypt, has created propitious conditions for the political

solution of the crisis in the Middle East on the basis of total implementation

of;the Security Council resolution. The Egyptian Government has declared

] its readiness to conclude a peace treaty with Israel on this basis, and this

| would put an end to the Arab-Israeli conflict while safeguarding the

i interests of all peoples, including the Israeli and Palestinian peoples.

JThis position was confirmed by the statement of Mr. Riad, who repeated the
t
1 readiness of Egypt to accept a just solution based upcr, the reciprocal

j security of all the countries concerned. However, Israel does not renounce

j its dangerous expansionist objectives, and in this state of affairs decisive

international action is called for. Only the concerted initiatives of the

four Powers of the Security Council are able to pave the way for a peaceful
I .•_
1 settlement of the crisis in the Arab Orient. Isolated actions by one

.single country can only encourage Israeli intransigence.

I Mr. Alarcon (Cuba) (A/PV.1963 at page 57)j,
• J

i "Cuba wishes to confirm the position we adopted on the question of the conflict

i in the Middle East and we repeat that that cannot be solved while the State of

'I Israel refuses to withdraw its armed forces from the territories it occupied

, in a number of Arab States and until the people of Palestine are guaranteed full

exercise of their national rights."

'Hr> Al-Asna.1 (Yemen) (A/PV.1965 at pages 67, 68, 69-70)

"The crime of usurpation committed by Zionism against the people of Palestine

could not have been committed with impunity without the support of world

imperialism. Zionism, which was born in Europe, has succeeded in becoming

part of the plans for colonizing the Middle East. As far back as 1898,
•1
1 the Commission for the Colonization of Palestine was set up, along with

] the Company for Agrarian Development in Palestine and the Palestine Bureau.

., It was those institutions that were the instruments of Zionist penetration.

f Then came the military and terrorist organizations, such as the

1 "-' (at page 68)
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infamous Haganah and Stern organizations. The Zionist plan "was for the

elimination of the Palestinians by expulsion and pillage,, using all forms

of oppression and terror in order to force the Palestinians out and

acquire their land for the Jewish immigrants. The process of expulsion and

pillaging, still continues because the Zionist plan of expansion has not yet been

completed.

"it is regrettably true that the United Nations, because of intimidation

and pressure by certain major Powers, played a part In the consolidation of

this colonial fact by adopting a resolution which disregarded the will of the

people of Palestine and was detrimental to the right of peoples to

self-determination, as laid down in Chapter XII of the Charter.

"Furthermore, the right of the Palestinians to self-determination was

once again disregarded when the Zionist State was admitted to membership

of this Organization. Since the creation of the Zionist State in the midst

of the Arab world by terror and force, numerous resolutions have been adopted

by the United Nations asserting the rights of the Palestinian people .

"The right of the Palestinian people is sacred for us who are convinced

of the final victory of those who are fighting for their right to

self-determination and independence. We unreservedly support the people

of Palestine, as indeed we support other peoples fighting for their

independence and human dignity. Neither Zionist imperialism nor colonialism

and racial discrimination can check the movement of history. They cannot

prevent the Palestinians, the Namibians or the Zimbabwe people from recovering

their inalienable rights to self-determination and independence.

"if a. crime goes unpunished, It encourages the criminal to repeat

the crime. Thus, an unpunished act of aggression followed by another

act of aggression Is the way in which Zionism has been able to create a

State and then expand it according to plans providing for"thp establishment

of a Zionist State covering the whole are from the Nile to the Euphrates.

Repeated acts of aggression by the Zionist State against the people of

Palestine and, subsequently, against three Member States of the United

•"' Nations have made it possible for Israel to occupy new territory.
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Permit me to refresh the memory of this Assembly by quoting

resolution 2672 G (XXV) of the General Assembly, which was adopted, during

the twenty-fifth session last year. It states:

"The General Assembly,

"Recognizing that the problem of the Palestinian Arab refugees has

arisen from the denial of their inalienable rights under the Charter of the

United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

"Recalling its resolution 2535 B (XXIV) of 10 December 1969, in

•which it reaffirmed the inalienable rights of the people of Palestine,

"Bearing in mind the principle of equal rights and self-determination

of peoples enshrined in Articles 1 and 55 of the Charter and more

recently reaffirmed in the Declaration on Principles of International Law

concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance

with the Charter of the United Nations,

"l. Recognizes that the people of Palestine are entitled to

equal rights and self-determination, in accordance -with the Charter

of the United Nations;

"2. Declares that full respect for the inalienable rights of the

people of Palestine is an indispensable element in the establishment of a

just and lasting peace in the Middle East."

Moreover, the Security Council has, on eight occasions since 19̂ 7;

passed resolutions warning Israel not to change the status of Jerusalem,

to cease military attacks against Arab countries, and to withdraw from Arab

territories.

As long as the Zionist State persists in occupying Arab territories,

as long as the Palestinian people are denied their inalienable right to

self-determination, as long as Israel continues with utter contempt and

impunity to flout the numerous resolutions of the United Nations and the Charter

itself, there can be no peace in the Middle East,"
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\ The PKESIEEWT: I shall now call on those representatives why wish

to exercise their right of reply.

Mr. SHAHI (Pakistan): The representative of India, whî e making his

statement in- exercise of the right of reply, at the 1953rd meeting on 5 October,

put forth two ̂ propositions with which my delegation would enj?irely agree. The

first, referring\to Pakistan's internal situation, was tha4, India, to use his

own words, "cannot'\come into it and ... should not come /nt.o it". (1953rd meeting,

p.102)- The second WÊ -S that: the problem of the return/of displaced persons to
X /

their homes in East Pakistan is of such anguish thâ f it is not a matter for

polemics or debate. \
\

If the representative of India had sustained these propositions, we would

have seen the beginning of a process whereby/the tension in the India-Pakistan

sub-continent could be dispelled\ This wo-fild make a just and durable solution

of our own internal problems vastly^ easier.

Is it not, therefore, extremely^aanfortunate that, far from sustaining these
/propositions, the representative o:f/Ind;ia proceeded to destroy them at every turn.
/ \

On the one hand, he said that India does hpt and should not interfere in

Pakistan's internal problems, /But straightaway he asked that the Government of
/ \Pakistan should enter into negotiations with the same group that wanted to break
/ \

the national unity of Pakistan. Is this not clear interference by one State in

the affairs of another?/ Governments of States which wish to maintain normal

relations do not ever/'comment on one another's internal problems. But here one

State demands thatya certain internal situation of another State be resolved in

a certain way. /

Then again, on the one hand, Ambassador Sen said that the problem of the

return of dj/eplaced persons is of extreme anguish. On the other, he did not hold

out the slightest promise of India's co-operation towards accomplishing the

objective of the return of this mass of unfortunate people to their homes, in full

security of life, property and honour.

Let us be clear on this point. Everyone agrees that the only humanitarian

'solution of the problem caused by this tragic exodus of people is that they should
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Mr. Kamel (Qatar) (A/PV.196U at pages 11, 12, 15-15, 16, IT, 18-20, 21)

"And what must we say then about the shocking and unprecedented drama

of the Palestinian people who have been fraudulently dispossessed of their

homeland, who have been forcibly expelled from their homes, upon whom the

aggressor has inflicted the most unspeakable miseries and most inhuman

suffering, and whose right to self-determination has been recognized in all

forums of the United Nations? What can we say to those people who continue

to be deprived of the practical application of this right. This indescribable

drama whose perpetuation constitutes the most serious anomaly of our present

international life — we might even say the most serious violation of moral

and legal standards which govern this international life — is one which continues

vainly to provoke the indignation of the international community which is quite

aware that the idea of establishing a long-lasting peace in the Middle East cannot

be considered without previously restoring to the people of Palestine their

legitimate and inalienable rights.

(at page 12)

"In the Middle East we are in fact witnessing a continuing conflict which

confronts the principles of peace and the prohibition of territorial acquisition

through violence, the inviolability of borders and the rights of peoples to

determine their own destiny, with the will for aggression, expansion and

domination of a certain State which is a Member of this Organization. The

illegal, aggressive and destructive action of Israel which has extended to Jerusalem,

Gaza, Sinai, Golan and the West Bank of Jordan has been condemned unanimously

by the other Members of the United Nations as a flagrant violation of international

conventions and United Nations resolutions, resolutions which were dictated by

the principles of our Charter. However, this condemnation has remained a

platonic one because the United Nations, while firm in its attitude of principle,

has adopted a passive attitude on the question of carrying out these unanimous

decisions.
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(at page 13-15)

"In this connexion it is impossible to ignore the cruel gap which exists

in the Middle East between vords and deeds. In spite of the repeated positions

taken by various United Nations bodies and, in particular, by the General

Assembly and the Security Council, the occupation of Arab territories by the

aggressor State continues. This is an extremely serious state of affairs to

•which, it is true, our Organization has not been insensitive. A few days ago

on 25 September the Security Council adopted, by 1̂  votes to none with

1 abstention, a resolution in which it urged the aggressor State to cancel

all measures which it had taken during the last four years to modify the status

of Jerusalem, after it had reaffirmed its previous positions and recalled once

again "the principle that acquisition of territory by military conquest is

inadmissible' (S/RES/298 (1971)). The Council deplored the violation by the

aggressor State of the resolutions adopted by the United Nations and requested

the Secretary-General to report to it on the implementation of this new

resolution.
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But do we really have to point out that the time for these reportr;

has now passed and that Because of this persistent violation of law we must now

expect something else from the United Nations? Hardly had this resolution

of 25 September "been adopted by the Security Council than it was rejected by

the aggressor State, as if it was up to a State which was transgressing the law

to apply i resolution or not to apply it a.s it liked, and in this way to !

defy the conscience of the world. The examples of Israel's scorn for the i
I

resolutions of the United Nations, which are governed by the principles '

of the Charter as well as by the most elementary rules of international law

and international morality, are unfortunately cnly tco numerous. This

attitude of a lack »f respect has been adopted by Israel, stubbornly and ;

unvaryingly, for 2S years. The facts and the evidence shoving this tc

be true are incontestable. I shall not go into the background of this

unhappy matter in this Assembly, which is fully aware of it. However,

it is important for us to note that the situation in the Middle East has

become so serious that we might even legitimately consider that Israel's

attitude, which brought it about, is one of the basic causes for the crisis

which our 'rganization is presently going through.

How can we fail to see clearly the-gravity of such a situation? It

brings to mind the bitterest of memories, memories of the war in Ethiopia

! which in its time s»unded the death-knell of the League of Nations. If the United

1 Nations were to accommodate itself to this Israeli challenge it would be

unable to prevent a growth of feelings of insecurity among its Members. The

final outcome of this would be the disintegration of the Organization as such.

. Each one of us, then, should repeat to himself in a paraphrase those
i
}prophetic words uttered many years ago by Emperor Haile Selassie before the
i

j League of Nations, that each one of us must be afraid of one day becoming

isomeone else's Palestine.
I

How then could the scales be tipped by the achievements of the United

Nations in the economic and social fields? We have seen and we all know that

if we are to continue to move towards progress in these areas the United Nations

needs time. But at the same time we should make it clear that the time which

the United Nations needs to develop its activities for the progress of mankind
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should be a time of peace. If the Organization shows itself to be

incapable of ensuring this time of peace, then all of its past activities

and its chances for the future will be reduced to nil. However, we all have

the greatest need and the greatest desire that this activity should go on and

that those chances should be preserved. But if this is to happen, then the

United Nations must do everything in its power to restore peace, a true peace,

and States -- and in this case the State which is opposed to this -- must be

required to heed the decisions which are regularly being taken by this

Organization.

The Charter gives us the means of attaining this end. It is only

necessary for the Organization to have the will to use those means. Is there

any need to point out that the piling up of resolutions which condemn the

illegal activities and the attitude of Israel may be of no further use?

It is quite clear that this type of resolution, unless bolstered up by

effective measures, is on the contrary of a type which may further weaken

the authority of this international organization, since Israel regularly

opposes them and with its traditional arrogant rejection is systematically

frustrating them.

The Foreign Minister of Israel, before this august Assembly on

Thursday, JO September last, declared: :
i

1tThis Organization, for all its imperfections, is still the only i

organized expression of the planetary spirit. :t (l9̂ 6th meeting, p. hQ) !

If this is the case, how can he expect us to accept his proposal which •

discredits the various resolutions of this Organization, intended to show :

the road towards a just and lasting peace in the Middle East? How can we I

follow the road which he is suggesting? Those resolutions, which reflect

the planetary spirit and which are inspiring the international life of our

age, an age which is governed by the Principles of the Charter of the United

Nations, condemn the policy of aggression of Israel and they call on Israel

urgently to respect the legitimate rights of the Arab States which have

been the victims of aggression, and to restore to them their territories

which have been invaded through armed force.
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Hence the only solution which is indicated here would be for Israel to

act on the resolutions of this Organization and for the competent organs

..of this Organization to ensure respect for its resolutions by all means ;
I i
,at their disposal. Any other proposal of the type suggested by the Foreign

{Minister of Israel is only intended to maintain the illegality of a

'fait accompli which has been brought about through military force and which

has been condemned by the United Nations.

It is nonetheless true that all those interpretations of the resolutions

of the Organization in this matter, which do not contain a categorical

i affirmation of the urgent need for the withdrawal of Israeli forces from

j all Arab territories which they occupied after 5 June 196?., would be purely
i
and simply the equivalent of deliberate support for the sinister desire to

perpetuate the fait accompli to which I have just referred.

Israel's refusal to heed the decisions of the Organization in an area i

which affects the maintenance of world peace has lasted for a long time now '

without the Organization having taken any effective measures intended to bring

: this State to respect it. Nevertheless — and we have very often repeated this —j

it has a whole arsenal of measures of this type: we have economic sanctions,

the other measures in Chapter VII of the Charter and the procedure for

expelling a State. It is urgent that the United Nations should frankly take
i
i a decision to use every avenue open to it under the Charter and to compel

! Israel to submit to international order. If the United Nations vacillates
t
once again in taking this road, then it will be in danger of admitting its

i
j inability to carry out its essential mission of maintaining peace or, if

•necessary, of.restoring peace, which is the supreme asset and the permanent

justification of the Organization.
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(at page 21)

However, in spite of everything the world continues to hope that our

Organization will not tolerate this anarchy created by the acts of a

Member State and that it will, at however late a stage, eventually discharge

its main responsibility — which is the source of all its other responsibilities

that of ensuring respect for the rule of law and for the purposes and principles

of our Charter. That is the clear, fair and direct path towards international

peace and security. The others, which are uncertain and tortuous, can lead

only to the wrecking of that international order which cannot exist outside

the rule of law."

Mr. Mamoudou (Niger) (A/P7.196U at pages 22, 2J-25)

"In the Middle East, although a final solution is not yet in sight, it

must be noted that the cease-fire has been respected for a year and there

are certain grounds for hoping for at least the beginning of a detente and

a partial solution.

"I should like to repeat here the unreserved support of my Government

for resolution 2̂ 2 of the Security Council, dated 22 November 1967, which

should be implemented without further delay. We are in favour of the right

of peoples to self-determination, and it is on that basis that the problem

of Palestine, including the status of Jerusalem, must be resolved. Recently

we considered it a good sign that the two sides, the United Arab Republic and

Israel, had accepted the principle of a visit from the Sub-Commission of

Heads of State of the Organization of African Unity, entrusted with seeking

new approaches for attaining a just and lasting solution."
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Mr. Babemananjara (Madagascar) (A/PV.1961*. at page 37)

"May negotiations be initiated between Israelis and Arabs, based on

recognition of the rights of all the peoples of the region and respect for the

political sovereignty and territorial integrity of all States."

Mr, Peters (Hungary) (A/FV.±96k at page 6l)

"Third, the Middle East. There is still no approach being made towards a

practical solution; nevertheless some improvement can be registered here, too.

Peoples of the world today understand the justice of the Arab cause better than

in 1967. In the implementation of Security Council resolution 2l*2, taking into

account the views so far stated by all parties concerned, the following might

be consideres:

"First, with a view to opening the Sues Canal an arrangement should be

worked out which contains an expression on the part of Israel of its

willingness to withdraw its troops from the occupied Arab territories. Secondly,

as the President of the United Arab Republic has recently proposed that United

Nations or other peace-keeping forces should provisionally take over from the

Israeli occupiers the administration of the area east of the Suez Canal,

similarly, and thirdly, the administration of all the other occupied territories

should be taken over by the same forces pending the settlement of all questions

involved in this problem."

Mr. Terence (Burundi) (A/PV.1965 at pages 23, 2̂ -25)

"The counterpart to the recognition of the equality of all States is that

all States must share the responsibilities, and it is the States of Africa that

are now assuming their responsibilities and also fulfilling their duties in

a conflict in the Middle East, through the committee of 10 wise men of our

continent.
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"Despite the impatience felt at the lack of progress in the settlement of

the Middle East conflict, my delegation will abstain from speaking on the

matter until we have heard the results of the mission that the Organization of

African Unity has sent to the region. However, we must make a heart-felt

appeal that no obstacles may be placed in the path of this new pilgrimage

of peace, and we would renew the invitation to all the parties concerned to

comply fully with the request of the OAU and also with the terms of

the resolution of 22 November 1967 (Security Council resolution 2U2 (1967)) that

has been only partially echoed thus far."

Mr. Kingswell (Malta) (A/PV.1965 at page 32)

"The situation in the Middle East continues to grieve us deeply. Despite

all the efforts of the United Nations mediator, Ambassador Jarring, and other

initiatives undertaken by other parties, the road to a just and lasting peace

has not yet been opened. The cease-fire, although in its fifteenth month,

remains a precarious substitute for a settlement. Hostilities may break out

anew at any time. The disastrous consequences of such an eruption are

neither desired nor sought by any side. But the present situation cannot

prevail indefinitely. In the meantime it is draining the resources of the

protagonists; it perpetuates the agony of the innocent victims — the refugees —

who have not known a home for twenty-three years; the continued closure of the

Suez Canal Continues to cause heavy economic losses not only to the parties

directly concerned, but also to other whose trade routes are affected.

"My delegation sincerely hopes that through the continuing efforts of all,

especially of those directly concerned and of the big Powers, the way will be

opened to the full and final implementation of Security Council resolution

(1967), which contains all the basic ingredients of an acceptable settlement."
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Mr. Kyprianou (Cyprus) (A/PV.1965 at pages 51, 52)

"Of the other questions -which are "before us, one of paramount importance,

which continues to present a potential threat to peace, is the situation in the

Middle East. More than four years have gone by since the last war in that area.

Almost four years have passed since the Security Council, in its resolution

of 22 November 1967, laid down the foundations for a peaceful and over all

settlement of the Middle East problem. The various efforts which have since

been made have produced no results, with the exception of the cease-fire

agreement, whose significance cannot be denied. The problem, however, remains

unresolved, and the dangers are ever present.

"While there is talk on an effort for a partial agreement with regard to

the reopening of the Suez Canal, and while other initiatives, such as the one

by the Organization of African Unity, are about to be undertaken; and while

there are hopes, due perhaps to some recent developments, for the reactivation

of Ambassador Jarring1s Mission, an over-all settlement is not yet in sight.

And the people in the area continue to live in conditions of anxiety and agony

for their future. And the involvement of the super-Powers remains deep.

"Any further delay in tackling the basic issues involved can easily lead to

a new explosion with unforeseen consequences. Unless the basic issues are

settled, the danger and the threat to international peace and security will

not have been eliminated. Resolutions of the United Nations cannot be

ignored the acquisition of territory as a result of war cannot, with the

passage of time, become admissible; the drama of so many thousands of

refugees cannot go on indefinitely. Partial agreements can help if as a result

the chances for an over all settlement increase: if they are in pursuance of an

over-all settlement, and not instead of it. Peace must be secured and ensured,

and the basic guidelines are laid down in the resolution of the Security Council

of November 19̂ 7, which we fully support and have always fully supported. The

parties to the conflict must do their utmost to give a new impetus to

Ambassador Jarring's mission."
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Mr. Ramphul (Mauritius) (A/PV.1965 at pages 63-65, 66)

"... On the Middle East problem my country continues to believe that

the Security Council resolution of 22 November 1967 continues to provide an

adequate basis for negotiations for an honourable settlement between the Arab

Republic of Egypt and Israel.

"We have also appreciated the diplomatic efforts undertaken by some States and

recently by the Organization of African Unity to explore new grounds for a

settlement of the problem. I hope that those initiatives will lead to at least

a partial solution to be followed by a just and lasting solution in the spirit

of the Security Council resolution of 22 November 1967. The United Nations,

through its Commission for Refugees, should, in the short run, redouble its

efforts to assist countries having to harbour refugees and, ultimately and

urgently, find peaceful political solutions to the problems of this disinherited

portion of humanity."
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Mr. Bouteflika (Algeria) (A/FV.1965 at pages 78, 79-80, 8l)

78

Lha, /'Iberia

Almost all speakers ha.ve justlw stressed fro-- this rostrum that the" are

deeply concerned b^r the situation in the ';iddle Fast., by the ^act that no

loroTess towards a satisfactory settlement has occurred. Yet, attempts to

reach an agreement have been numerous, whether at the level of the suner-Powers, ;

at the level of the four bio- Powers, or within the framework o~" the mission of

Ambassador Jarrinrr, r-necial ret>resentative of the Secretary -General of the

United Fations. Africa, in turn, is trying to make its contribution to the

search for a solution b1r appointing a mission of four eminent African ^eads o^

State, who would inforr.i themselves on the smot about the state of affairs and the

intentions of the main antagonists, and seel' wa?rs and m.ean^ which would lead |
i

to proposals acceptable to all •parties, Algeria as an African country, i™ har>'D'"r

to welcome this initiative,, which is consonant with the idea of the solidarity of

our continent ~ith an African count r^1 victim of aggression, a. t>art of whose

national territory, like a tjart of that of some \rab countries „ is still

illegally occupied by Israeli troops,

He have never had the slightest illusion about the e.^ressive and expansionist

character of Israel. Its creation was marred bv- flagrant injustice, since^it

vras brought about in conditions that are well known, to the prejudice of the

Palestinian people expelled from its territory. Its existence is based on the

permanent maintenance of this original sin which dooms it to "howin" continuous

hostility towards its neighbours. Finally, its nolicy dooms it to constantly

seeking to exnand its territory, thus making its own the notorious theory of
i

Lebensraum. The arrogance which has always characterized the attitude of !

Israel is probably encouraged by the impunit"- which it has so far enjoyed. TJe

are entitled to wonder, as a "'ember of this Organization, how far and until when

such 'contempt for our international institution and the nrincinles of our Charter

will be condoned, llhat credence will still attach to our decisions if they

can be ignored and trampled on in such a deliberate and constant manner?

But if attempts to reach a solution have failed until now, it is also

because an essential element has been forgotten or neglected, an element which

is fundamental to any settlement of the situation in the '"iddle .jTast. I. have

in mind the Palestinian •oeoT)l~- whosf -'r " '•••'- 'ble rights hav~: been
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reaffirmed by the General Assembly. This people, despoiled of its national

territory, is now waging a struggle within the framework of the wide

liberation movement evident in the whole world. The echoing solidarity aroused

in world public opinion by its struggle confirms the legitimate and just

nature of its claims. Indeed, these are founded on sacred notions such as

freedom and dignity. They are those for which a people is ready to accept

any sacrifice and for which it will always find sufficient resources to

attain its objective.

"It would therefore be dangerous to neglect this fundamental element in the

search for a solution but nothing will prevent it from being strengthened

and from developing as it is in line with the normal course of the history of

all peoples accidentally deprived of their freedom and their national rights.

"To see in the problem of the peoples of Palestine merely a problem of

refugees who must be assisted and for whom one implores international charity

is a grievous error whose consequences can be tragic. One can easily understand

that Israel prefers for reasons of its own to conceal under purely social

humanitarian aspects a problem whose political dimensions are just as important

and incontrovertible. But — and we shall never tire of repeating it — a just

and lasting peace cannot be established in the Middle East except on the basis

of the integral recognition of the rights of the people of Palestine to

national independence and sovereign existence."



REFERENCES TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL AMD THE

SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Mr. Riad. United Arab Republic (A/PV.188U at page 12):

"In October 1956 Israel attacked Egypt. Its Prime Minister at that time,

Mr. Ben Gurion, declared that the Egyptian-Israeli Armistice Agreement, signed

under the auspices of the United Nations, was dead and buried, and declared

the annexation of Sinai.

"Israel does not have the right unilaterally to terminate the Armistice

Agreement. This has been affirmed by the Secretary-General in several of his

reports, before and after 5 June 1967."

Mr. Bayulken. Turkey (A/FV.1886 at page 6): "I was deeply impressed by our

Secretary-General's statement at the closing meeting of the commemorative

session when he foresaw a future universal historian on another planet saying

about us: "They went on playing politics until their world collapsed around

them" (l885rd meeting, p. 37). His statement applies most poignantly to the

situation in the Middle East, where millions of people have been living in

war for the last three years and, what is more, where a succession of crises

has kept all the world on the brink of a general conflagration."

Mr. Farah. Somalia (A/PV.1887 at pages 8-9): "There is very little time left,

as our Secretary-General keeps reminding us forcefully, for the nations of the

world to learn to accept the authority of the international Organization which

they have established as the only alternative to chaos."
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Mr. Eban. Israel (A/PV.1888 at page 22):

"The same Article goes on to provide that:

"The Secretary-General shall notify the General Assembly

of any matters relative to the maintenance of international peace and

security vhich are being dealt with by the Security Council..."

"The Security Council is exercising its function in respect of this situation.

It met only a few days ago and decided to reaffirm and not to change resolution

242 (1967) or to give it a particular interpretation. The Secretary-General

has formally notified the General Assembly that this question is under current

examination by the Security Council. It is thus absolutely certain that any

recommendation by the General Assembly which implied a change in the balance

of the Security Council's resolution would be offensive to the Charter, which

we have all signed."

Mr. Tarabanov. Bulgaria (A/PV.1889 at page 16):

"Finally, if we ask the Secretary-General to report to the General Assembly

within two months, does this prevent the continuation of the dialogue? On the

contrary, the parties should begin talks and negotiate, because they know full

well that a report is to be submitted to the General Assembly. They would not

want to come before the General Assembly in a situation which did not permit

of a reasonably favourable report. Yet, people do not want the talks and

negotiations to continue."

Mr. Boye. Senegal (A/PV.1889 at page 32):

"The General Assembly should be able to ask the Secretary-General to

present to the Security Council a report on the state of the talks between
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representatives of interested parties within a reasonable time limit, for we

must know once and for all who truly desires lasting peace to be restored

in this area so that all the States of that part of the world are able to live

in solidarity, freedom, dignity and full security."

Mr. Ghorra. Lebanon (A/PV.1890 at page 63):

"On that same occasion the Secretary-General, U Thant, reminded us,

"We all know what the United Nations has done and what it has failed to do"

(ibid, p. 33-35) in the past. In my mind, those words can allude no more

appropriately/a situation than to the problem of the Middle East — the tragedy

of Palestine and its Arab people. In 19̂ 7 the United Nations was a party to

the plan for the partition of Palestine, a plan that has been the bitter root

from which have grown all the tensions and crises in the Middle East. Following

that plan, Israeli terrorism and expansionist designs have driven a million

Arabs from their ancestral homeland. Those acts have created a problem the

dangers of which are more potent today than they have been for nearly a quarter

of a century."

Mr. Bitsios. Greece (A/PV.1891 at page 36):

"Agreement can always be reached within the United Nations around those

two factors. This can be seen in the fact that quite recently, on 23 October,

the Secretary-General conferred with the four Ministers for Foreign Affairs

and apprised us of the fact that they had decided to deploy every effort to

enable Ambassador Jarring to resume his mission as soon as possible, to seek



formulas for continuing the cease-fire and to find a peaceful solution

on the basis of Security Council resolution 2̂ 2 (1967).

Mr. Kosciusko-Morizet. France (A/FV.1891 at pages 60-6l):

"Both sides, therefore, must accept a peace whose wheels we must

start turning today.

"At the present time, this implies three steps, which our Secretary-

General indicated in his statement following the dinner for the Foreign

Ministers of the four permanent members of the Security Council: the

earliest possible resumption of the Jarring mission; the extension of the

cease-fire for an unspecified period; and the implementation of all the

provisions of Security Council resolution 2k2 (1967).

Mr. El-Zayyat. United Arab Republic (A/PV.1892 at page 6):

"In the United States speech yesterday it was repeated that the

efforts of Ambassador Jarring, the Secretary-General's Special Representative,

must be permitted to continue and that we must be informed of the efforts he

is able to make and the results he is able to achieve. Indeed, it is because

we want to hear, and we want you, Mr. President, to hear, "of the efforts

of Ambassador Jarring and the States concerned to cacrry out the provisions

of /the Security Council/ resolution" (l890th meeting, p. 27) — and that

was a quotation from the United States representative's speech — that we

accept what the African, Asian and non-aligned countries suggest in their draft

resolution (A/L.602) which is before this Assembly — namely, that the

Secretary-General be requested to report on the efforts of his Special Representa-

tive with regard to carrying out the provisions of the Security Council resolution.



"By signing a short letter to the President of the Security Council,

the United Arab Republic delegation can request the Security Council to

meet now to hear a report by the Secretary-General on the implementation

of that part of its resolution 2k2 (196?) in which he was requested to

appoint a Special Representative, and so on. If we accept the suggestion

of our brothers of Asia, Africa and the Third World to wait for a period

of two months, before making this request for this report to be made to the

Security Council, it is because we are trying to be as restrained as possible."

(at page 7)

"Document S/9902, which was mentioned by the United States delegation

yesterday in an effort to put on the records of the United Nations a text

pertaining to the United States Government was not, it must be remembered,

acceptable to the Government of Israel. As a matter of fact and of record,

the first thing Israel said about it was to reprimand Ambassador Jarring

and Secretary-General U Thant very severely because they had not included

in it what Israel wanted included, which would have meant its refusal of the

Security Council resolution and, more important, its tacit refusal of the

so-called United States initiative."

Mr. Malik. USSR (A/FV.1892 at page 73):

"In order to contribute to the attainment of an agreement it is necessary

immediately to resume the activities of the mission of Ambassador Jarring

without weighing it down with any imaginary conditions or requirements, and

without referring to any difficulties and barriers as is being attempted

by the delegation of the United States in its draft resolution. This has been
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stated in the statement of the Secretary-General of the United Nations

on 23 October, and it has been agreed by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs

of the United States, the USSR, Great Britain and France."

Mr. Sow. Mali (A/PV.1893 at pages 5-6):

"I should like to take this opportunity to stress how impressed my

delegation was by the following statement of our Secretary-General at

the closing meeting of the session commemorating the twenty-fifth anniversary

of the United Nations:

"There are two alternatives before this Organization:

one is that there will be no moral force in this world, there

will be no declaration of intent to abide by the Charter nor

profession of and commitment to its Principles and Purposes;

and no change in our outmoded procedures and policies. The other

alternative is for the Organization to receive stronger and

heartier support from all its Member States, especially from the

mightier ones; to become rapidly universal in its membership;

and for its Member Governments to act and behave in such a way

as to make steady progress towards a just, peaceful and prosperous

human community so that this planet may be a safe place to live in.1

(l883rd meeting, pages 14-1 and te)

"That message, which reflects the most courageous and realistic elements

of the international conscience, as well as its most lofty elements, should

win our total support and be heeded as it so justly deserves. That valiant

and moving message has encouraged us."
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Sir Colin Crowe. United Kingdom (A/PV.1893 at pages 11-12):

"There is virtually unanimous agreement that resolution 2̂ 2 (1967)

is the only "basis for such a settlement. After the dinner -which the

Secretary-General gave for the Foreign Ministers of France, the Soviet Union,

the United States and the United Kingdom on 23 October, he issued a

statement. It has been referred to before in this debate, but I think

it is worth reading out in full:

"The four Foreign Ministers had a useful exchange of views with the Secretary-

General and Ambassador Jarring on the situation in the Middle East. They

agreed to exert their utmost efforts: (l) to enable Ambassador Jarring to

resume his mission at the earliest possible date; (2) to search for

possibilities through agreement of the parties directly concerned to extend

the observance of the cease-fire for a period to be determined, and

(3) to find a peaceful solution on the basis of Security Council resolution

2k2 (196?).'

The statement went on:

'The four Powers will continue their consultations and their permanent

representatives will meet again in New York on 28 October.' The points made

in that statement are covered in the two draft resolutions we have before us.

Both drafts call for resolution 2U2 (1967) to be carried out in all its parts;

both call for the early resumption of the parties' discussions with Mr. Jarring."

Mr. Quid Taya, Mauritania (A/PV.1893 at page 22):

"In passing, I should like to pay a tribute to the Secretary-General

and his Special Representative for the indefatigable efforts they have made

in the search for a just settlement of this serious crisis."
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Mr. Longerstaey. Belgitjtn (A/PV.lQ̂ k at page 31):

"Now, more than ever before, is it necessary that there should be

an equitable and lasting solution to this question which is both tragic,

because of its human implications, and urgent, because of its political

implications.

"That is the framework in which we would like to see this Assembly

draft the ideas and recommendations to be derived from the debates on the

Middle East. We believe that if we act in this way we will strengthen

the Security Council's action to restore peace. We believe that in the

next two or three months it will be only logical to call upon the Secretary-

General to prepare a report on the implementation of resolution 2^2 (196?)

and then to present it to the General Assembly."

Mr._ Garcia Robles, Mexico (A/FV.1895 at page 12):

"My delegation is convinced that, as was eloquently emphasized by

U Thant in the statement he made here on 2k October, if our Organization

is to avoid the sad fate which afflicted its predecessor, the League of

Nations, it is essential that each and every one of its Members, in its

relations with other States, should faithfully observe the principles of

the Charter and fulfil with equal fidelity and good faith the obligations

entailed therein."

Mr. Yost. United States (A/FV.1896 at page 46):

"Most recently, the four-Power Foreign Ministers met with the

Secretary-General at dinner and at the conclusion of their dinner he

issued a statement on their behalf in which he quoted them as agreeing
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to exert their utmost efforts (l) to enable Ambassador Jarring to resume his

mission at the earliest possible date; (2) to search for the possibility,

through agreement "with the parties directly concerned, to extend the

observance of the cease-fire for a period to be determined; and (3) to
r-~"

find a peaceful solution on the basis of United Nations Security Council resolution

2h2 (1967). These again unite us; these principles and objectives are, I think,

accepted by almost all of us here."

Mr. Cremin, Ireland (A/FV.1897 at page 18):

"...As the Secretary-General has well said, the whole situation

in the area creates 'a crisis of effectiveness for the United

Nations and for its Members1 (A/76oi/Add.l, para. 65). The

Irish delegation sincerely hopes that the mission of the

Special Representative of the Secretary-General in the Middle

East, Ambassador Jarring, will bear fruit worthy of the patient

and persistent efforts on which he has been engaged, and that the

Big Four, who have been seconding those efforts for the past

six months, will enable him to bring his mission to a successful

conclusion at a very-early date.' (1768th meeting, pages 27 and 28)

"That was in September 19&9- And in the light of the concern we expressed

at that time we were heartened by the Secretary-General's Note of 7 August

last concerning acceptance of the peace proposal initiated by the Government

of the United States. VTe deeply regret that, to use the Secretary-General's

description, the welcome first step there outlined has not been followed

by others. We know, however, that in this debate very many delegations

have stressed the importance of prolonging the cease-fire that was a major

feature of the proposal accepted in August, and each of the three draft

resolutions have called for its prolongation."


